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Policies and programs set forth herein are in effect from July 1, 1985, until 
June 30, 1986. 
Nova University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools to award bachelor's, master's, and doctoral 
degrees. Nova University admits students of any race, color, and national or 
ethnic origin. 
Now entering its third decade, 
Nova University is beginning to see 
the impact that its graduares are 
having on the institutions wirhin 
our society. Many of the 
University's programs are mission-
oriented, designed to improve the 
performance of professionals, and 
evidence is being collected which 
indicates that Nova alumni are 
having a strong, positive effect on 
the institutions in which they 
are employed. 
Independent education must 
continue to be responsive and 
adaprable to the varying needs of 
potential students if it is to 
represent a true alternative to the 
tax-supported sector. Nova 
University is committed to 
maintaining quality while it is 
meeting these needs. 
Abraham S. Fischler 
President, Nova UniverS!ly 
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The Behavioral 
Sciences Center 
An interdisciplinary center founded in 1967, the Behavioral Sciences 
Center of Nova University is dedicated to increasing knowledge in the area 
of human behavior, to promoting excellence in teaching, to finding solutions 
to human problems, and to improving the delivery of human services. 
The center is organized into the School of Psychology, several 
institutes, and a Community Mental Health Clinic. AU degree programs in 
the center are at the graduate level, although the center maintains a close 
working relationship with the undergraduate programs at Nova College. 
The Behavioral Sciences Center is located on the 200-acre main 
campus of Nova University. Facilities and offices are in the Mailman-
Hollywood Building. 
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THE SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY 
The School of Psychology is the academic division of the Behavioral 
Sciences Center, offering education and training to mental health 
professionals in several different programs of study. The School offers 
graduate degree programs at both the master's and doctoral levels, post-
doctoral training certificate programs, and continuing education 
programs. 
Degree Programs 
The School provides programs leading to the Ph.D. in clinical psychology, 
the Ph.D. in child clinical/applied developmental psychology, the Psy.D. 
in clinical psychology, the M.S. in counseling psychology, and the M.S. in 
school guidance. A limited number of nonmatriculated students are 
permitted to take graduate coursework without being admitted to a 
specific graduate program. Additionally, the School provides the 
undergraduate major in the day program of Nova College. 
Doctor of Philosophy Programs 
The Ph.D. programs in psychology are committed to educating 
psychologists as both scientists and practitioners. 
The programs adhere firmly to the principle that psychology is an 
empirically based discipline, and the focus of the coursework is the 
empirical analysis of current topics and problems in clinical psychology. 
Much of the research conducted involves the development and rigorous 
investigation of innovative treatment approaches to clinical problems 
instead of mere analysis and evaluation of existing procedures. 
The Ph.D. program in clinical psychology is fully accredited by the 
American Psychological Association. 
Doctor of Psychology Program 
The Psy.D. degree, an alternative to the traditional Ph.D. degree, is 
designed to educate highly skilled practitioners in various specialties of 
psychology. Field and internship experiences are closely integrated with 
didactic coursework, providing students with exceptional opportunities 
for superior clinical training. 
The program is structured in the practitioner-scientist model, 
meaning that its programs are designed to train clinical psychologists who 
are principally providers of psychological services rather than researchers 
and academicians. 
The program's primary goal is to educate professionals who are able 
to integrate scientific knowledge with the delivery of psychological 
services. Graduates become specialists in psychological assessment, 
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counseling, and psychotherapy with individuals, couples, families, and 
groups in the community and in institutions, and are trained to be 
administrators of community programs, mental health clinics, and 
hospitals. 
The Psy.D. program is accredited (provisionally) by the American 
Psychological Association. Review for full accredition is expected to take 
place during the 1985-86 academic year. 
Master of Science Programs 
The School of Psychology is committed to providing education and 
continued professional development to persons who presently serve or 
who will serve their community in a variety of counseling capacities. These 
programs are not designed to train individuals for the independent 
practice of psychology, but rather to provide education and training for 
those who will seek employment in such diverse settings as social agencies, 
mental health clinics, hospitals, schools, and personnel offices. 
The school offers the master of science degree in Counseling 
Psychology, and School Guidance. 
In addition to providing training for professional practice, these 
programs provide students with graduate experience that will enhance 
their academic credentials for possible admission to doctoral studies. 
While the counseling psychology program is not designed to train 
individuals for the independent practice of psychology, it does meet 
current State of Florida educational requirements for licensure for the 
title "Mental Health Counselor." 
Field-Based Program: Master of Science in 
Counseling Psychology 
The program in counseling psychology is offered on campus or as a field-
based program at several locations. At the present time, there are off-
campus programs in Florida at Coral Springs, West Palm Beach, 
Melbourne, Orlando, Fort Myers, and Clearwater. Specific information 
may be obtained by writing to Field-based Master of Science Programs in 
Psychology, Nova University, 3301 College Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida 33314. 
Post-Doctoral Certificate Programs 
The School operates two programs at the post-doctoral level leading to 
certifications of completion. The respecialization program is for 
individuals with earned doctorates in areas of psychology other than 
clinical who wish to change to a specialization in clinical. The Post-
Doctoral Institute's program is designed to provide advanced training to 
professionals with doctorates in psychology, psychiatry, or psychiatric 
social work. 
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Respecialization 'fraining Program 
Through both the Ph.D. and Psy.D. programs in clinical psychology, the 
School provides certificate training for psychologists who wish to change 
their specialties in accordance with the recommendations adopted by the 
American Psychological Association Council of Representatives. This 
program is individually designed to meet the unique backgrounds and 
requirements of each student. Completion of the program should satisfy 
the licensure requirements of most, if not all, states. 
Post-Doctoral Institute of Psychotherapy and 
Psychoanalysis 
The institute offers formal training and intensive psychotherapy for 
mental health professionals with earned doctorates. The two-year program 
consists of training in didactic work, personal analysis, and supervised 
case analysis. The format of the program permits working professionals to 
complete the required activities with minimal interference to their 
professional activities. 
Continuing Education Program 
The school offers a series of continuing education workshops each year 
featuring nationally renowned presenters. The program is approved by the 
American Psychological Association and the continuing education units 
(CEU's) earned by the attendees can be used in most cases to meet state 
CEU requirements for relicensure. 
INSTITUTES AND CLINICS 
In addition to the School of Psychology activities, the Behavioral Sciences 
Center contributes to the mission of training, research, and service 
through several institutes and clinics. These units provide resources to 
School, the profession, the community, and to the nation in a number of 
ways serving to improve both the nature and the delivery of mental health 
services. 
The Institute for Social Services to Families 
The mission of the institute is to improve the quality of social services to 
families and children. The Institute began with the Nova Foster Parent 
Preservice Training Program, an innovative, widely acclaimed, and widely 
copied program that prepares foster parents to understand , anticipate, and 
manage the behavior of foster children. The model program was developed 
at Nova and is now being used throughout the country. 
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Currently, institute activities involve research, training, and direct 
services in various aspects of social services and mental health with a 
particular focus on children and their families. Focal points of the 
institute's efforts include national training, a therapeutic foster care 
program, and a rehabilitation program for youthful sexual offenders. 
The Anne and Maxwell Maltz Institute 
Founded to continue the work of Dr. Maxwell Maltz, the Anne and 
Maxwell Maltz Institute for Research In Psychocybernetics became a part 
of the Behavioral Sciences Center in 1985. The Institute is dedicated to the 
continuation of Dr. Maltz's work in self-percepts, self-esteem, and self-
regulation through both research and education. As the institute develops, 
it is anticipated that it will support research by faculty and students in 
relevant areas, and that it will become a major vehicle for disseminating 
knowledge in topics relevant to psychocybernetics. 
The Nova University Community Mental Health Clinic 
Supported with funding by the Florida Department of Health and 
Rehabilitation Services, the Community Mental Health Clinic provides 
Nova University with the opportunity to provide community service in 
conjunction with graduate training. The clinic is located in three sites 
throughout western Broward County and is staffed by psychologists, 
psychiatrists, and social workers. It provides a range of client services 
including therapy, case management, and aftercare. The clinic is a major 
training site for doctoral students in psychology offering both practicum 
training and internships. 
The Psychology Clinic 
The Psychology Clinic is a behaviorally oriented, research facility offering 
outpatient services to a selected clientele. A base for both funded and 
unfunded research activities, the clinic is an important training facility for 
students in research. 
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The Academic Calendar 
The on-campus academic programs are offered during an academic year 
that is divided into semesters of IS weeks each. Additionally, there are two 
summer sessions, each seven and a half weeks long. The following 
calendar of 1985-86 applies to all programs offered through the center 
except the field-based program. 
Students work with each other in undersianding a difficulz class assignment. 
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Fall 1985 
Mon., Aug. 19-
Sept. 4 
Wed., Aug. 28-
Aug. 30 
Wed., Aug. 28-
Sept. 3 
Mon., Sept. 2 
Tues., Sept. 3 
Mon., Sept. 9 
Fri. , Sept. 13 
Mon., Sept. 16 
Tues. Sept. 17 
Mon. Sept. 23 
Wed., Sept. 25 
Mon., Sept. 30 
Mon., Oct. 7 
Mon.-Fri., Nov. 
4-8 
Thurs ., Fri., 
Nov. 28-29 
Fri., Dec. 13 
Fri ., Dec. 20 
Spring 1986 
Thurs., Jan . 2 -13 
Wed., Jan. 8-13 
Mon., Jan. 13 
Mon., Jan. 20 
Fri., Jan. 24 
Fri., Jan. 31 
Fri., Feb. 7 
Fri., Feb. 14 
Mon.-Fri., 
Mar. 17-21 
Mon., Mar. 24-
Fri., Mar. 28 
Fri., Mar. 28 
Fri., May 2 
Fri., May 9 
Regiscrationfor Master's Programs 
Orientation for new doctoral students 
Registration for Doctoral Programs 
Labor Day, University offices closed 
Classes begin. Last day for completing regular 
registration, payment of tuition and fees. Fee for 
late registration is $30.00 after this date. 
Last day for completing late registration 
Last day for adding classes 
Rosh Hashanah, University offices closed 
End of 80% refund 
End of 60% refund 
Yorn Kippur, University offices closed 
End of 40% refund 
End of 20% refund, last day for dropping courses 
Preregistration for Doctoral Programs 
Thanksgiving, University offices closed 
Fall semester ends 
Final grades due in academic affairs office 
Registration for Master's Programs 
Registration for Doctoral Programs 
Classes begin. Last day for completing regular 
registration, payment of tuition and fees . Fee for 
late registration is $30.00 after this date. 
Last day for completing late registration 
Last day for adding classes, end of 80% refund 
End of 60% refund 
End of 40% refund 
End of 20% refund, last day for dropping courses 
Preregistration for Doctoral Programs 
Spring break 
Good Friday, University offices closed 
Spring semester ends 
Final grades due in academic affairs office 
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Summer 1986 - Torm I 
Tues., May 1-12 
Wed., May 7-12 
Mon., May 12 
Fri., May 16 
Fri., May 23 
Mon., May 26 
Fri., May 30 
Thurs., July 3 
Fri., July 4 
Fri., July 11 
Regi.strationfor Master's Programs 
Registration for Doctoral Programs 
Classes begin. Last day for completing regular 
registration, payment of tuition and fees. Fee for 
late registration is $30.00 after this date. 
Last day for completing late registration, end of 
75% refund period 
Last day for adding classes, ~nd of 50% refund 
period 
Memorial Day, University offices closed 
End of 25% refund period, last day for dropping 
courses . 
Summer session ends 
Independence Day, University offices closed 
Final grades due in academic affairs office 
Summer, 1986 - Torm II 
Thurs, June. 26-
July 7 
Wed., July 2-7 
Mon., July 7 
Fri., July 11 
Fri., July 18 
Fri., July 25 
Fri., Aug. 29 
Fri., Sept. 5 
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Registration for Master's Programs 
Registration for Doctoral Programs 
Classes begin. Last day for completing regular 
registration, payment of tuition and fees. Fee for 
late registration is $30.00 after this date. 
Last day for completing late registration, end of 
75% refund period 
Last day for adding classes, end of 50% 
refund period 
End of 25% refund period, last day for 
dropping courses 
Summer session ends 
Final grades due in academic affairs office 
Fall 1986 
Mon., Aug. 18-
Sept. 2 
Wed., Aug. 27-
Sept. 2 
Tues., Aug. 27-
Aug. 29 
Mon., Sept. 1 
Tues., Sept. 2 
Mon., Sept. 8 
Fri., Sept. 12 
Mon., Sept. 15 
Mon., Sept. 22 
Mon., Sept. 29 
Sat., Oct. 4 
Mon., Oct. 6 
Mon., Oct. 13 
Mon.-Fri., 
Nov. 3-7 
Thurs., Fri., 
Nov. 27 
Fri., Dec. 12 
Fri., Dec. 19 
Registration for Master's Programs 
Registration for Doctoral Programs 
Orientation for new Ph.D. students, faculty 
meetings 
Labor Day, University offices closed 
Classes begin. Last day for completing regular 
registration, payment of tuition and fees. Fee for 
late registration is $30.00 after this date. 
Last day for completing late registration 
Last day for adding classes 
End of 80% refund 
End of 60% refund 
End of 40% refund 
Rosh Hashanah, University offices closed 
End of 20% refund, last day for dropping courses. 
Yorn Kippur, University offices closed 
Preregistration /or Doctoral Programs 
Thanksgiving, University offices closed 
Fall semester ends 
Final grades due in academic affairs office 
All University Offices are Closed on the Followi11g Days: 
1985 1986 
April 5 
May 27 
July 4 
September 2 
September 16 
September 25 
November 28 
December 24-Noon, 
December 25 
December 31-Noon, 
January l (1986) 
Good Friday 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
Rosh Hashanah 
Yorn Kippur 
Thanksgiving 
Christmas 
New Year's Day 
March28 
May26 
July4 
September 1 
October 4 
October 13 
November 27 
December 24-Noon 
December 25 
December 31-Noon 
January l (1987) 
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Academic Policies and 
Student Life 
Graduate Study in the Behavioral Sciences Center 
The following sections describe the general policies and procedures for 
applicants and students wishing to pursue graduate work in the Behavioral 
Sciences Center. Various degree programs have certain unique policies and 
procedures that are explained in the specific sections describing them. 
Applicants for graduate study and currently enrolled students should 
consult both this general section and the specific section describing the 
program in which they are interested. 
General Admissions Policy Statement 
Graduate work is not merely a continuation of undergraduate work. 
Graduate work demands scholarship that is definitely at a higher level; it 
emphasizes research and special creativity; it requires student initiative 
and responsibility. A baccalaureate degree from a regionally accredited 
college or university is required, but it is not the only requirement for 
admission. In addition, the student must have a purpose that the center 
may promote and must present evidence not only of interest but also of a 
broad and thorough undergraduate preparation that indicates probable 
success in graduate study. An applicant should recognize that since faculty, 
facilities, and other resources are limited, it is not always possible to admit 
every qualified student; and because the demand for admission is greater 
in some academic areas than in others, some areas are more selective in 
admitting students than others. 
As a general prerequisite to graduate study in a major field of 
concentration, a student must have met the requirements of the University 
for an undergraduate major or minor in that field or its equivalent. While 
each graduate program has admission requirements specific to that field of 
study and described elsewhere in this catalog, there are minimum 
requirements for admission to all programs: 
A baccalaureate degree, granted by a regionally accredited institution, 
representing wmpletion of study that fulfills prerequisites for graduate work in 
the area desired. 
An academic record that indicates ability to pursue advanced study 
and research. 
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Enrollment Procedures 
Application forms for admission to graduate study should be requested 
from the Office of Graduate Admissions, Nova University, 3301 College 
Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314. Application forms must be 
completed and returned to that office with a nonrefundable application fee 
of $30. AU information pertaining to admission to graduate study should 
be addressed to the Office of Graduate Admissions. 
It is the responsibility of the applicant to obtain the supporting 
documents necessary for application. The applicant's official transcript 
must be submitted directly from the degree-granting institution . 
Registration 
The Office of Registration and Records, Graduate Division, is located in 
the Parker Building. All graduate registration and schedule changes are 
completed in that office. A student must make formal application for 
admission to a program in the Behavioral Sciences Center prior to 
registering for classes in order to receive graduate credit. A graduate 
student must register during the announced registration period. If the 
student has been admitted to a degree program, the registration form must 
be signed by the assigned academic advisor prior to each registration. 
Grading Policy 
The following policies apply to all academic programs in the Behavioral 
Sciences Center. Individual programs may have additional requirements. 
AU degree programs in the Behavioral Sciences Center assign grades 
to course work according to the following system: 
GRADE 
A 
B 
c 
F 
p 
I 
PR 
w 
ACHIEVEMENT RATING 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 
Marginal Pass 
Failure 
Pass 
Incomplete 
In progress ( used for 
practicums, dissertations 
and internships only) 
Withdraw 
QUALITY 
POINTS 
4 
3 
2 
0 
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In most courses, a grade of A, B, C, or F will be assigned based upon 
the instructor's assessment and evaluation of the student's work. Some 
courses (for example, some practicum and research courses in the Ph.D. 
program, and the dissertations in both the Ph.D. and Psy.D. programs) are 
graded in terms of Pass ("P") or Fail ("F "). 
A "W" grade is assigned when a student withdraws from a course 
after the "last day to drop courses" indicated in the academic calendar and 
prior to the eleventh scheduled class. Prior to and including the last day to 
drop courses, dropped courses will be deleted frorri the student's record. 
After that date, a grade will be assigned. 
An "I" (incomplete) indicates that the student has not completed the 
course requirements and that the instructor has given additional time to do 
so. An "I" grade is not routinely assigned in courses. In other than 
research courses, a grade of"I" (incomplete) is assigned only when serious 
exigencies prevent completion of the course requirements. It is a 
prerogative of the instructor of a course to authorize an incomplete for a 
student. A student may not, by choice, take an incomplete in a course 
merely by failing to complete the course requirements. Grades normally 
are based on what has been achieved in the regular time period of a course. 
lncompletes may be assigned at the discretion of the instructor at the 
request of the student. Should the instructor choose to assign an 
incomplete, a contract form is to be completed and signed by both the 
instructor and the student and the original kept on record in the Office of 
the Director of Academic Affairs. The contract must specify the 
following: 
1. The requirements to be completed by the student to remove the 
incomplete. 
2. The time period within which the student must satisfy the 
incomplete. The time limit is to be specified by the instructor, but 
roust not exceed 53 weeks. 
3. A grade which the student will receive if the incomplete is not 
satisfied by the conclusion of the specified time period. 
Should the instructor choose not to assign an incomplete, the grade 
assigned will then be based on the quality and quantity of work completed. 
A student will not be permitted to register for a sequential course 
when a grade of "I" (incomplete) or "F" (failure) has been received in a 
prerequisite course. 
Academic Standing 
The grading policy for all graduate programs in the Behavioral Sciences 
Center requires the student to maintain a minimum cumulative grade 
point average of 3.0. In addition, other minimum requirements are in 
existence. Failure to meet them will result either in academic probation or 
dismissal as detailed below. 
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Probation 
Academic probation will occur automatically when any of the following 
conditions exists: 
l. The cumulative grade point average falls below 3.0 
2. A grade of Fis assigned 
3. Three concurrent incompletes (I) (res~arch and clinical practicum 
courses are excluded) are assigned 
The student is allowed one year (two semesters excluding summer 
sessions) to remove probationary status. 
No student on probation will be permitted to apply for internship or 
dissertation credit. Additionally, a student receiving a grade of Fin any 
course must repeat the course in the next semester in which that course 
is offered. 
Dismissal 
Automatic dismissal from graduate programs in the Behavioral Sciences 
Center will occur when any of the following conditions exists: 
1. Academic probation extends beyond one year 
2. A student is assigned three or more grades ofC 
3. A student is assigned two or more grades ofF 
Grade Appeals 
The procedure for grade appeals is identical to that to be followed for any 
other grievance. Steps in the procedure for resolving student grievances 
are listed in section four of the University Policies on Student Relations in 
this catalog. 
Academic Advisement 
When students are admitted to a degree program in the Behavioral 
Sciences Center they are assigned to an advisor who counsels them 
regarding the academic program. 
In planning their program of courses, students should select elective 
courses to permit them to pursue their own interests and to develop 
independence of thought and method. 
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Degree Requirements and Candidacy 
Admission to enroll in graduate courses does not imply admission to 
candidacy for a particular degree program. In the master of science degree 
programs, the student must complete four graduate courses at Nova 
University with a 3.0 grade point average or better to become eligible for 
admission as a candidate for the degree program. In the doctoral 
programs, admission to candidacy occurs following the completion of all 
course work and the satisfactory defense before the. faculty of a dissertation 
proposal. 
The requirements for degree completion vary for individual 
programs, but every graduate program in the Behavioral Sciences Center 
requires students to complete all requisite courses for the degree chosen 
with a minimum overall grade point average of 3.0. The doctoral programs 
impose additional grade requirements. The description of each program 
lists the specific degree requirements for that program. 
Faculty member and student in conference 
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Attendance Policy 
Students are expected to anend all scheduled learning activities including 
classes, lectures, and seminars. Anticipated absences should be cleared 
with the instructor in advance. Excessive absences may result in a lower 
grade at the instructor's discretion. 
1ransfer of Credits 
The Behavioral Sciences Center permits the transfer of up to six credits of 
relevant graduate study from a regionally accredited university for the 
master of science degree programs, subject to the approval of the faculty 
advisor. The transfer-of-credit policy for the doctoral programs is different 
in that students must petition to be admitte<;i to advancea standing if they 
have completed course work equivalent to that offered within the 
program. Students must have earned a grade of B or better in courses 
selected for transfer. Transfer credits will not be taken into account when 
computing the student's grade point average. 
Time Limitations 
A candidate for a master's degree is expected to complete the program 
within four years from the first registration, while a candidate for a 
doctoral degree is expected to complete the program within eight years. 
Graduation Procedures 
One semester prior to the estimated time of completion of the degree 
program students must file graduation forms with the registrar's office and 
pay the graduation fee of $20. Students may graduate at the end of any 
semester, but degrees will be conferred formally only at the 
commencement following graduation. It is the student's responsibility to 
become familiar with the requirements and regulations of the University. 
Summary of procedure for a degree candidate: 
I. Filing of graduation form with the registrar's office at the time of 
registration for the student's final term of course work 
2. Clearance with the library 
3. Clearance with the comptroller 
4. Clearance with the registrar's office 
Candidates for the doctor of philosophy and doctor of psychology 
degrees should familiarize themselves with the additional graduation 
procedures of those programs. 
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UNIVERSITY POLICY ON STUDENT RELATIONS 
Nova University, hereinafter referred to as Nova, has established specific 
policies, procedures, and guidelines defining its relationship with its 
students. The term student as used herein means the student, or it means 
parents of the student if the student qualifies as a dependent under the 
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. 
Institutional and Academic Information 
Nova and its composite academic units periodically publish catalogs 
describing Nova and its academic programs. These catalogs are available 
to enrolled and prospective students through the various admissions 
offices associated with the academic units or from the office of the 
registrar. Each academic unit, group of units, and/or the office of the 
registrar maintains at least one full-time employee to assist all students in 
obtaining information. 
Nondiscrimination 
Nova fully subscribes to and practices a policy of nondiscrimination in 
admissions and enrollment. No applicant or enrolled student shall in any 
way be discriminated against because of race, religion, sex, handicap, 
color, and national or ethnic origin. The University registrar is designated 
as the policy coordinator to assure compliance with all federal, state, and 
local laws and regulations relative to nondiscrimination. 
Educational Records and Policy 
Nova maintains a system of student records which includes, but is not 
limited to, application forms, letters of recommendation, transcripts of 
prior academic achievement, standardized test scores, evidence of 
professional standing, and other admissions credentials as well as progress 
records (transcripts) of students' studies at Nova. 
Nova requires written consent of the student to disclose any 
personally identifiable information. Said consent shall specify the record 
to be released and to whom and for what purpose. 
Nova shall release records or components thereof without the written 
consent of the student only: 
1. For purposes of audit and evaluation of federal and state programs 
2. To authorized representatives of: 
a. The Comptroller General of the United States 
b. The Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education 
c. State educational authorities 
3. To Nova personnel deemed to have a legitimate educational interest 
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4. To persons or organizations providing financial aid or determining 
financial aid decisions concerning eligibility, amount, condition, and 
enforcement of said aid 
5. To accrediting organizations in carrying out their functions 
6. To parents of students who have established the student as a 
dependent according to the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code 
7. To persons in compliance with a judicial order or lawfully issued 
subpoena 
8. To persons in an emergency, if the knowledge of the information, 
in fact, is necessary to protect the health or safety of the student or other 
persons 
Nova may release without written consent information which it may 
deem as directory information for currently enrolled students provided: 
1. The student is notified of the categories designated as directory 
information 
2. The student is given the opportunity to refuse disclosure of any or 
all of the categories 
The student is given a reasonable period of time in which to submit 
said refusals in writing. 
Nova may release without written consent of the student information 
expressly limited to the fact that the student is or is not currently enrolled. 
Nova may release without written consent information which it may 
deem as directory information for students no longer enrolled. 
Nova shall not provide access to the student of any of his/her 
admission records unless and until that student shall be enrolled at the 
University. 
'Nova shall provide the opportunity for the student to seek correction 
of the information contained in the student records and to add explanatory 
or rebuttal information. 
Nova shall advise any party provided with identifiable student 
information that such information is not permitted to be disclosed without 
the prior written consent of the student. 
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CODE OF STUDENT RIGHTS AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
Section One: Title 
This code shall be cited as Nova University Behavioral Sciences Center 
Code of Student Rights and Responsibility. 
Section 1\vo: Definitions 
When used in this code: 
l. The term "center" means Nova University Behavioral Sciences 
Center. 
2. The term "student" means any person registered for enrollment in 
any center course; or any person enrolled in a center program at the time 
of an alleged violation of this code; or any person on the premises or 
center-related premises for any purpose related to registration for 
enrollment. 
Section Three: Prescribed Conduct 
A student who is found guilty of academic misconduct shall be subject to 
the maximum sanction of dismissal or any lesser sanction. Academic 
misconduct includes all forms of student academic misconduct, wherever 
committed, illustrated by, but not limited to, cases of plagiarism and 
dishonest practices in connection with examinations. All work submitted 
by students must be their own work project. Where the language of 
another is set forth, quotation marks must so indicate; and appropriate 
credit must be given when the language, ideas, expressions, and writings 
of another are used. In addition to academic standards, the student must 
maintain behavior appropriate to professional standards. 
A student should not interfere with the rights of other students 
seeking their education at the University. Accordingly, theft, vandalism, or 
any other disruptive behaviors are unacceptable. 
When circumstances are such as to place a student in a position of 
power over University personnel, inside or outside the institution, the 
student should avoid any reasonable suspicion that he or she has used that 
power for personal benefit or in a capricious manner. 
Section Four: Student Grievances 
The purpose of the Student Grievance Procedure is to provide for the 
orderly resolution of problems arising out of a student complaint 
concerning a policy, procedure, or administrative action of Nova 
University. 
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Prior to initiating a grievance procedure the student must first meet 
with the particular faculty member or administrator and attempt to resolve 
the matter. If this does not result in an acceptable resolution, the student 
shall bring the matter to the attention of the Director of Academic Affairs 
who may attempt an informal resolution or refer the matter to the attention 
of the Program Administrator to attempt to obtain a resolution of the 
problem. Should this process fail to bring about an acceptable resolution 
of the problem the student must next request intervention through the 
Director of the School of Psychology. 
At this point, if no satisfactory resolution has been obtained, the 
Director of the School of Psychology shall refer the matter to the Director 
of the Behavioral Sciences Center for initiation of the Grievance 
Procedure. 
For the Grievance Procedure to be enacted, the student must have 
brought the matter to the attention of the Director of Academic Affairs 
within 30 days after the incident causing the grievance had occurred. 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
l. The student shall file a written grievance with the Director of the 
Behavioral Sciences Center. This document should contain a concise 
statement of all relevant facts including the particular manner in which a 
student believes he or she was mistreated . 
2. Upon receipt of a written grievance, the Director of the Center 
shall review the grievance to determine whether the grievance presen(s a 
complaint upon which action should be taken. The Center Director will 
take action within five working days upon receipt of the grievance petition. 
a. If the Director of the Center decides that no action should be taken, 
the grievance procedure will be terminated and a brief written 
explanation will be submitted to the student. 
b. If the Director of the Center decides that a hearing should occur to 
determine whether the grievance alleges conduct which should 
result in some action concerning the complaint, then the Director 
of the Center shall begin the process of establishing a grievance 
committee. 
c. If the Director of the Center determines that the grievance involves 
issues of discrimination, the affirmative action officer of the 
University will be informed and consulted. 
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FORMATION OF GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE 
1. The Grievance Committee shall consist of three members of the 
faculty of the Behavioral Sciences Center. One member shall be 
appointed by the Director of the Behavioral Sciences Center, one 
member shall be appointed by the student and the third member 
shall be chosen by the first two members. 
2. The committee will elect a chair who will be responsible for 
scheduling a meeting. Both parties will be notified of this meeting 
and will attend. At the time of this hearing both parties shall 
submit their evidence and arguments concerning the matter. The 
committee will establish a procedure for conducting the hearing. 
All hearings shall be conducted on the main campus during normal 
working hours (Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.). There will 
be no meeting of the committee unless an active appeal has been 
filed in accordance with this procedure. 
3. The hearing shall be recorded by the chair of the Grievance 
Committee. 
CHARGE OF THE COMMITTEE 
l. The committee will render a decision regarding the allegations as 
specifically charged by the student. 
2. This decision will be presented in writing to the Director of the 
Behavioral Sciences Center within 10 working days of the time of 
the final formal hearing. 
3. The committee shall have no right to modify, add to, or subtract 
from this procedure. 
4. The committee's decision shall be final. However, either party shall 
have the right to contest any committee final decision by contesting 
before a Broward County Court of Competence Jurisdiction that 
such a decision was arbitrary or capricious. 
S. The committee will function in a manner to render its decision in 
as expeditious a manner as possible. 
Any suit filed pursuant to this procedure shall be filed in Broward 
County, Florida, and the laws of Florida shall control. 
Reservation of Power 
Nova shall reserve the right to amend, modify, change, add to, or delete 
from such rules and regulations that may affect its relations with its 
students as may be prescribed by law or deemed necessary by the 
administration. 
Further, Nova reserves the right to change academic requirements, 
curriculum, tuition and/or fees when, in the judgment of the 
administration, such changes shall be required. 
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TUITION POLICIES 
Tuition rates vary somewhat depending on the nature and requirements of 
individual programs. For current tuition rates, applicants should refer to 
the specific program in which they are interested. Tuition rates are subject 
to change. Students are expected to pay tuition in full at the time of 
registration and may not register for additional courses if there is an 
outstanding balance against previous tuition. 
Limited tuition refunds are made to students who must withdraw 
because of illness or some other satisfactory reason. Students wishing to 
withdraw must notify the Registrar's Office in writing. Adjustment will be 
computed from the date on which written notice is received at the 
Registrar's Office. Since the schedule of refunds varies as a function of the 
academic calendar, students should consult the refund policy and the 
academic calendar of the program in which they are enrolled, through the 
office of the administrator of the program. 
Other Expenses 
In addition to tuition, additional fees are charged for application, 
registration, graduation, and as applicable, for computer laboratory, 
practicums, and materials for testing. 
Classroom work is one component of a graduate student's training. 
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STUDENT FINANCIAL AID 
Nova University offers a comprehensive program of financial aid to assist 
students in meeting educational expenses. Financial aid is available to help 
cover direct educational expenses such as tuition, fees, and books, as well 
as indirect expenses such as food, clothing, room and board, and 
transportation. 
The primary responsibility to pay for education rests with the student 
and his or her family. Need-based financial aid is av~ilable to "611 the gap" 
between the cost of education and the amount that the family can 
reasonably be expected to contribute. The staff of the Office of Student 
Financial Planning and Resources will determine the family's ability to pay 
by performing a needs analysis based on the family's income and asset 
information. However, other types of aid, which are not need-based, are 
also available. 
With the exception of academic scholarships, student must meet the 
following criteria in order to be eligible to apply for aid: be a U.S. citizen, 
national, or permanent resident; be accepted into an academic program; 
and be enrolJed on at least a half-time basis. Students who meet these 
criteria and are unable to meet college expenses are urged to apply for 
financial assistance. The following is a list of the student aid programs 
available at Nova. 
STATE SUPPORTED SCHOLARSHIPS 
Seminole and Miccosukee Indian Scholarships 
Grants of up to $2000 per year are available to qualified members of the 
Seminole or Miccosukee Indian tribes. Applications are available from the 
Higher Education Co~mittee of either tribe. 
INSTITUTIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
The School of Psychology maintains a limited amount of scholarship funds 
for students exhibiting special needs. Some of these funds are designated 
for minority students with demonstrated financial needs. For information 
contact the Office of the Director of the School. 
LOANS 
Guaranteed Student Loans 
The Guaranteed Student Loan program provides low-interest, long-term 
educational loans through participating banks, credit unions, and other 
financial institutions. The interest rate for first-time borrowers is 8%. 
Graduate students are eligible to borrow up to $5000 per yeaL Repayment 
begins six months after the student leaves school. 
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National Direct Student Loans 
The National Direct Student Loan program offers long-term, 5% interest 
loans to students enrolled at least half-time. Eligibility is based on financial 
need . Repayment begins six months after the student leaves school. 
Parent Loans/Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students 
The PLUS/ALAS loan program provides non-need-based loans to 
independent students and parents of dependent students. The annual 
maximum loan limit is $3000. Repayment begins 30 to 60 days after the 
loan is disbursed; however, principal payments may be deferred while 
the student is enrolled full-time. The current interest rate on PLUS 
loans is 12%. 
Health Education Assistance Loans 
The HEAL program offers federally insured student loans to students 
enrolled full time in the Psy.D. or Ph.D. programs. Students may borrow a 
maximum of $12,500 per year. The interest rate on HEAL loans varies 
according to 91-day U.S. Treasury bill rates. Students may defer payment 
while in school; however, interest will accrue during enrollment periods . 
EMPLOYMENT 
College Workstudy 
Pan-time jobs on campus are available for needy students under the 
workstudy program. Generally, students work 15 to 20 hours per week. 
Students may also work off-campus for participating non-profit agencies. 
College Workstudy awards are based on financial need. 
Nova Student Employment 
Part-time employment is available in many departments on campus. 
Positions are open to all students regardless of financial need. 
ASSISTANTSHIPS 
Various assistantships are available through the School of Psychology. 
These include clinical positions within the various clinics, teaching 
assistantships, and research assistantships. Contact the Office of the 
Director of the School for information regarding the availability of 
assistantships. 
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OTHER SOURCES OF ASSISTANCE 
Many employers offer ruition reimbursement plans to their employees and 
employee dependents. Numerous scholarships and grants are available 
through outside agencies, community organizations, and private donors. 
Veteran's benefits are also available. 
HOW TO APPLY FOR AID 
Students who wish to be considered for campus-based aid (National Direct 
Student Loan, College Workstudy) must complete and submit the 
following forms to the University Office of Student Financial Planning and 
Resources: 
-College Scholarship Service Financial Aid Form (FAF) 
-Nova Graduate Financial Aid Application 
-Financial Aid Transcripts from all previous post-secondary schools 
-Copies of student's and/or parents' 1984 income tax returns 
Separate application forms are required for the GSL, PLUS, and 
HEAL loan programs. Application packets are available from the Office of 
Student Financial Planning and Resources. 
APPLICATION DEADLINES 
Applications for campus-based aid that are received in the Office of 
Student Financial Planning and Resources by April 1, 1985, will be given 
priority consideration for funds. Applications received after that date will 
be considered on a funds-available basis only. The last date to submit an 
FAF for the 85-86 academic year is May 1, 1986. 
NOTIFICATION OF AWARDS 
Students who have applied before April 1, 1985, and are awarded aid by 
the University should receive notification by June 15, 1985. 
The application process normally takes six to eight weeks, and 
possibly up to twelve weeks. It is important that applicants respond 
promptly to all inquiries in order to prevent delays in processing. 
RENEWAL OF AWARDS 
Awards made by the University are not automatically renewed. All 
students must re-apply for aid each academic year. All awards are 
contingent upon available funding and upon demonstration of financial 
need and continued satisfactory academic progress by the student. 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION AND 
APPLICATION FORMS 
Contact the Nova University Office of Student Financial Planning and 
Resources, 3301 College Avenue, Parker Bldg., Room 351, Ft. Lauderdale, 
Florida 33314. Phone (305) 475-7411 or 475-7410. Miami line 940-7940 
ext. 7410, or toll-free within Florida l-800-432-5021, ext. 7410. 
HOUSING 
Located on the main campus is the Davie Living Complex. Three 
buildings of ninety one- and two-bedroom apartments, unfurnished, are 
available for graduate and married students . In addition, a five-story 
building of ninety furnished apartments is available for undergraduate and 
other students. Apartments are leased on an annual basis. Monthly rental 
includes utilities and central air conditioning. Rates will be furnished 
when accommodations are offered. Interested students are invited to 
obtain further information from: 
Housing Office-Unfurnished Apartments 
Nova University 
3301 College Avenue 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314 
Or 
Housing Office-Furnished Apartments 
Nova University 
3601 College Avenue 
Building D 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314 
Housing is limited by program and availability. Applications for 
housing for the fall term should be submitted prior to May 31. 
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School of Psychology 
The School of Psychology is the academic unit of the Behavioral Sciences 
Center. The school is commined to providing quality educational 
experiences and training in psychology to a variety of individuals with 
varying needs. There is a strong commitment to the advancement of 
psychological knowledge and an equally strong commitment to provide 
training for the practitioner in psychology. Training in the school is 
provided at the baccalaureate, the masters, the doctoral, and the post 
doctoral levels. The specific programs offered are the following: 
Masters of Science 
Counseling Psychology 
School Guidance 
Doctor of Psychology 
Clinical Psychology (APA provisionally accredited) 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Child Clinical/Applied Developmental Psychology 
Clinical Psychology (APA accredited) 
Respecialization in Clinical Psychology 
Post-Doctoral Training in Psychotherapy 
Continuing Education 
In addition, the faculty of the school teach the psychology courses at 
the undergraduate level in the Day Program of Nova College. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE PROGRAMS 
The school of psychology is commined to providing education and 
continued professional development to persons who presently serve or 
who will serve their community in a variety of counseling capacities. The 
school offers programs leading to the master of science degree in 
counseling psychology and in school guidance. The programs focus on 
various components of the psychological foundations of human behavior. 
These programs provide education and training for persons who will seek 
employment in such diverse senings as social agencies, mental health 
clinics, hospitals, schools, and personnel offices. Additionally, the 
programs permit students the opportunity to gain graduate experience, 
and in so doing to enhance their academic credentials for possible 
admission to doctoral studies. While the counseling psychology program is 
not designed to train individuals for the independent practice of 
psychology, it does meet current State of Florida educational requirements 
for licensure for the title "Mental Health Counselor." 
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Students frequently utilize library resources 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
TO GRADUATE STUDY 
Admission to graduate study does not imply admission to a specific 
program or to candidacy for a degree. An applicant for admission to 
graduate study at the master's level in psychology must meet the following 
minimum requirements. 
1. A baccalaureate degree granted by a regionally accredited 
institution, representing completion of a course of study which fulfills 
prerequisites for graduate work in the area desired. 
2. An academic record which indicates ability to pursue advanced 
study and research. The applicant's official transcript must be submitted 
directly from the degree-granting institution. 
Measurements of aptitude may be required for purposes of 
counseling and screening. 
It is the responsibility of the applicant to obtain the supporting 
documents necessary for application. 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO A 
MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAM 
After completing four courses at Nova University, with a 3.0 grade point 
average or better, the student becomes eligible for admission as a candidate 
for the master's degree. The student's application is then reviewed by the 
faculty advisor. If admitted to the program, the student must review his or 
her proposed program of study with a faculty member who will serve as 
that student's academic advisor. 
Thereafter, and with the matriculation form signed by the advisor, the 
student must file a master's matriculation form with the registrar's office. 
This form lists the entire program that the student will complete. 
The transfer of credits, without fee, up to a maximum of six semester 
hours, will be allowed only upon approval of the Administrator of the 
Master of Science Programs in Psychology. Courses for transfer will be 
considered only if they apply to the area of counseling psychology, have 
been completed within the past five years of the student's request for 
transfer, have been taken at a regionally accredited institution, and have 
been graded A or B. Courses completed at other institutions after the 
student has enrolled in the M. S. program will be considered only if there 
has been prior approval by the Administrator of the Master of Science 
Programs in Psychology. Typically, such transfer credit is granted only 
under special circumstances. These credits will not be taken into account 
when computing the student's grade point average. 
MASTER'S DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
A student must complete all required courses for the degree chosen with a 
grade point average of at least 3.0. Master of science degree programs 
require a minimum of 45 semester hours of graduate credit. The 
description under each program lists the required courses and any unique 
requirements for that program. There are no thesis research requirements 
for students enrolled in the master's degree programs. All students (on 
campus or field-based) who complete four or more courses in the field-
based program(s) will be required to pass the comprehensive final 
examination as part of their degree requirements. 
A candidate is expected to complete course work and practicum 
requirements in four years. The University reserves the right to withdraw 
the matriculation status of a student who does not fulfill this requirement, 
and it also reserves the right to withdraw the privilege of enrollment from 
a student whose grade point average falls below 3.0. 
A student awarded a master's degree with a specialty in one area may 
take additional courses in other areas for certification purposes. 
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PROBATION POLICY 
Students failing to achieve a minimum of a 3.0 (B) grade point average 
upon completion of the first four courses are not eligible for admission as 
candidates for the master's degree. 
Those students who achieve a grade point average of 2.5 or lower for 
the first four courses are dismissed from the program. 
Students with a grade point average greater than 2.5 but less than 3.0 
for the first four courses are placed on academic probation. Such students 
are counseled as to the number of courses they may take in order to 
facilitate the raising of their averages. No more than four additional 
courses may be taken without achieving an overall grade point average 
of 3.0. 
Should a student's grade point average fall below 3.0 after the initial 
four courses, he or she is placed on probation. The student is allowed one 
academic year to bring the grade point average up to the 3.0 minimum. 
Failure to achieve the minimum at that time results in dismissal from 
the program. 
Students dismissed from the program may petition for re-admission 
after one academic year. Such students will have their records examined by 
the Administrator of the Master of Science Programs in Psychology and 
the School of Psychology Curriculum Committee. Upon approval of the 
committee, the student will be readmitted to the program. Only those 
courses with grades ofB or better will be applicable to the M.S. degree. 
EXPENSES FOR THE MASTER'S PROGRAMS 
Most courses for the master's degree programs carry three semester hours 
of credit. Expenses are based on each credit hour of instruction with 
additional fees for application, registration, computer laboratory, materials 
for testing, practicums, and graduation. 
Application Fee (nonrefundable) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 30 
Registration Fee (per semester) . ..................... . . . ..... $ 25 
Tuition Fee (per credit hour) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $150 
Credit by Proficiency Examination (per credit hour) .. . . . ........ $ 15 
Graduation Fee (includes diploma) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . $ 20 
The cost of books and other instructional materials will vary from 
course to course, but a typical range is from $30 to $50 per course. 
Occasionally courses may require books that are more expensive. Students 
should purchase required texts prior to the first class. Fees are subject to 
change without notice. 
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MASTER OF SCIENCE PROGRAMS IN 
COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY AND SCHOOL 
GUIDANCE 
This program is designed for those who want to develop their knowledge 
of psychology and to improve their interpersonal skills; it is not designed 
to train private practitioners. A minimum of 45 semester hours is 
required. In addition, any students taking four or more courses off 
campus will be required to take and pass a final comprehensive 
examination. 
SPECIALTY IN COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY: 
CAMPUS-BASED PROGRAM 
REQUIRED COURSES CREDITS 
CG 501 Counseling Psychology.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY SOS Educational and Psychological Measurement I . . . . . . 3 
PSY 510 Learning Process . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 515 Educational and Psychological Measurement II . . . . . . 3 
PSY SSO Group Process . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 565 Personality and Psychotherapy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 570 Behavior Modification . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 580 Abnormal Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 660 Theories of Personality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
CG S 88 Counseling Practicum I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
CG 589 Counseling Practicum II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total .................................................. 33 
ELECTIVE COURSES 
The balance of the program (12 credit hours) may be selected from other 
courses offered at the graduate level including the following courses in 
counseling, testing, and gerontology. 
CREDITS 
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CG 510 
CG 515 
PSY 522 
PSY 525 
PSY 530 
PSY 540 
PSY 544 
PSY 560 
PSY 562 
PSY 582 
PSY 604 
PSY 670 
Career Development ... . ....................... . 
Principles of Counseling and Guidance ..... . ...... . 
Psychology of Women .......................... . 
Individual Intelligence Testing .................. . 
Introduction to Projective Techniques ............ . 
Aging I ........ . ............. . ............... . 
Aging II ...... . ............................ . . . 
Substance Abuse . . ............................ . 
Social and Cultural Factors in Aging .............. . 
Human Sexuality ....... . ... . ....... . ......... . 
Child and Adolescent Psychopathology ............ . 
Community Psychology .................. . ..... . 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
SPECIALTY IN COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY: 
FIELD-BASED PROGRAM 
The field-based program leading to the M.S. degree in counseling 
psychology includes many of the core courses required for the campus-
based program. Many faculty members who teach in campus-based 
programs also teach in the field-based format. At the present time, there 
are field-based programs in Coral Springs, West Palm Beach, Melbourne, 
Orlando, Fort Myers, and Clearwater, Florida . Specific information may 
be obtained by writing to the Associate Director, Field-Based Master of 
Science Program in Counseling Psychology, Nova University, 3301 College 
Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314. 
Forty-five semester hours are required to complete the curriculum. 
These hours are distributed as follows: 
REQUIRED COURSES CREDITS 
CG 501 Counseling Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
CG 520 Marriage and Family Counseling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY SOS Educational and Psychological Measurement I . . . . . . 3 
PSY 510 Learning Process . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 515 Educational and Psychological Measurement II . . . . . . 3 
PSY 550 Group Process . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 565 Personality and Psychotherapy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 570 Behavior Modification . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 580 Abnormal Psychology..... . ..................... 3 
CG 588 Counseling Practicum I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
CG 589 Counseling Practicum II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total .... . ........... . ........... .. ..... . ...... ...... . . 33 
ELECTIVE COURSES 
The balance of the program (12 credit hours) may be selected from other 
courses offered at the graduate level including: 
PSY 522 Psychology of Women . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 540 Aging I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 544 Aging II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 560 Substance Abuse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 562 Social and Cultural Factors in Aging . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 582 Human Sexuality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 604 Child and Adolescent Psychopathology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 670 Community Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Upon completing the entire program of studies and passing a 
comprehensive final examination, the student will be eligible to receive the 
M.S. in counseling psychology. 
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SPECIALTY IN SCHOOL GUIDANCE 
This program is designed for those persons who want to obtain Florida 
certification to work as school guidance counselors. A minimum of 45 
semester hours is required. (Note: Additional courses may be required of 
those students who do not hold a current teaching certificate.) The 
program is offered on campus only. 
REQUIRED COURSES 
CG 501 Counseling Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
CG 510 Career Development ........ . ................... 3 
CG 515 Principles of Counseling and Guidance . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY SOS Educational and Psychological Measurement I . . . . . . 3 
PSY 510 Learning Process . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 515 Educational and Psychological Measurement II . . . . . . 3 
PSY 565 Personality and Psychotherapy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 570 Behavior Modification . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 580 Abnormal Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 660 Theories of Personality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
CG 588 Counseling Practicum I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
SG 588 School Guidance Practicum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total .................. . . . . .... . .. . ..... . ........ .. .... 36 
ELECTIVE COURSES 
The balance of the pro.gram (9 credit hours) may be selected from other 
courses offered at the graduate level including: 
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PSY 522 Psychology of Women . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 540 Aging I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 544 Aging II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 550 Group Process . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 560 Substance Abuse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 562 Social and Cultural Factors in Aging . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 582 Human Sexuality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 604 Child and Adolescent Psychopathology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 670 Community Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
DOCTORAL PROGRAMS 
The school offers three doctoral programs in psychology: the doctor of 
psychology (Psy. D.) in Clinical Psychology, the doctor of philosophy 
(Ph.D. ) in Clinical Psychology, and the Ph.D. in Child Clinical/ Applied 
Developmental Psychology. The Ph.D. program in clinical psychology is 
fully accredited by the American Psychological Association and the Psy.D. 
program is provisionally accredited. Because the school is strongly 
committed to training psychologists as both researchers and as 
practitioners, it provides the parallel Ph.D. and Psy.D. programs. While 
both programs train students in research and practice, the Ph.D. 
programs based on a scientist-practitioner model and the Psy.D. is based on 
a practitioner-scientist model. Each program has a structured curriculum 
leading the doctoral student to develop the knowledge and skills relevant 
to the program's model. 
Beyond the required courses and experiences of each of the doctoral 
programs, the development of individual interests in psychology is 
provided for through elective course offerings. The electives provide the 
opportunity for the development of expertise in a variety of specialities 
such as family therapy, child-clinical psychology, hypnosis, behavioral 
medicine, psychoanalytic psychotherapy, and the applied analysis of 
behavior as well as other areas. The electives provide flexibility for the 
students as they establish their specialized interests. 
The school and doctoral programs are committed to the development 
of strong collegial relationships between faculty and students. The 
development of such relationships facilitates the instructional process 
directed to research and clinical endeavors, maximizing the support 
available to students as they strive for scholarship and mastery of. the roles 
of the clinical psychologist. 
Ph.D. Programs. The clinical psychology programs leading to the 
doctor of philosophy degree at Nova University adhere firmly to the 
principle that psychology is an empirically based discipline. The programs 
are committed to the proposition that clinical psychology will contribute 
most to the society which supports it if the education of the clinical 
psychologist provides for the acquisition of the roles of both the scientist 
and the practitioner. The focus of the program is the empirical analysis of 
current topics and problems in clinical psychology, with a particular 
emphasis upon the development of sophistication in appijed clinical 
research. It is believed that only through the investigation of the 
psychological problems confronting contemporary man, woman, and 
child can our society gain the knowledge needed to provide solutions to 
these problems now and in the future. Thus much of the research 
conducted within the programs involves the development and rigorous 
investigation of innovative treatment approaches to applied problems 
rather than merely the analysis and evaluation of existing procedures. 
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The programs' curriculums are anchored in the cumulative body of 
psychological knowledge and provide a firm basis in statistics, research 
design, and experimental research methodology. From this base, through 
a sequence of formal clinical and other courses, and through graded 
exposure to a variety of populations in supervised practicums, the 
programs impart the knowledge and skill required for the student to 
assume the role of a research-oriented clinical psychologist. 
Graduates of the programs are providing psychological services in a 
number of settings. Some have chosen to work in academic settings, others 
in medical schools, and still others as agency administrators. The majority 
of the graduates, however, have opted to provide direct clinical services in 
settings which permit them to utilize their clinical training as well as their 
training in program and outcome evaluations . 
Psy.D. Program. Traditionally, the training model for clinical 
psychologists, known as the scientist-practitioner model, has focused on 
training the graduate student as a scientist first and a practitioner second. 
However, with the growing need in society for practitioners, many 
graduate students have elected to enter the clinical services arena, rather 
than academics or research. Consequently, in the 1960's alternate training 
procedures were proposed and led to the development of programs which 
emphasize a professional (practitioner)-scientist model. This model 
officially was accepted at the APA Vail Conference in 1973 as a more viable 
foundation for the education and training of individuals preparing to enter 
careers concerned with direct clinical intervention, delivery of 
psychological services, and professional practice in general, as opposed to 
the research-oriented training they had been receiving. 
The primary goal of the Psy. D. program is to offer academic, 
practicum, internship, and research experiences directly relevant to the 
practitioner aspect of the practitioner-scientist con.figuration while 
retaining the important scientific base upon which professional 
competence and knowledge rest. Through a carefully planned curriculum, 
students become adept in the administration of cognitive and projective 
tests as well as in assessing performances on these tests, culminating in the 
assessment of a full battery of tests. Clinical expertise is molded by a 
sequence of therapeutic techniques courses, supplemented by practicum 
experiences with clients in a variety of settings under intense supervision. 
The Psy.D. degree, with an appropriate curriculum, offers evidence that 
the graduate student can be properly and expertly trained to perform as 
clinician, private practitioner, supervisor, mental health consultant, 
teacher of clinical psychology, administrator of human service programs, 
as well as a consumer of, or participant in, research. The degree of 
expertise in these various specialities, of course, is contingent upon the 
individuals' educational concentrations and training exposures as well as 
their career aspirations. 
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Degree Completion Requirements 
AU of the doctoral programs are full-time, on-campus programs with a 
three-year residency requirement. The clinical programs typically require 
a minimum of four years of postbaccalaureate study including the 
completion of a dissertation and of a one-year, full-time (2000 hours) 
predoctoral clinical internship. The Child Clinical/Applied Developmental 
program requires a minimum of three years postbaccalaureate study 
including a dissertation and the completion of a 1000 hour child-oriented 
internship. In a few instances students may be admitted with advanced 
standing, but in all cases the three-year residency requirement must be 
met in not less than six semesters; enrollment in the summer sessions does 
not count toward the residency requirement. 
While it is possible to complete the programs in three or four years, it 
is unlikely that many students will do so. Most students will find that they 
need additional time. A student must complete the program within eight 
years of the date of admission. 
A full-time graduate student, for purposes of classification for tuition, 
financial aid, or veterans benefits, is defined as a student registered for 
nine or more hours per semester. The typical semester course load of 
students in the doctoral programs is about 12 credit hours. Enrollment in 
more than 16 credit hours in any one semester must have the approval of 
the Director of Academic Affairs. Students having one or more 
incompletes in courses (other than research courses) are not permitted to 
register for more than 14 credit hours in any one semester. Summer session 
registration in the programs is limited to a maximum of three courses, not 
to exceed nine credit hours per session. 
The minimum credit hour requirement is specified in the curriculum 
of each program. It is likely, however, that a number of students will 
choose to take additional electives either because these electives are 
required for a specialization, because of special interest, or because of the 
unique and changing licensing requirements that they may choose to meet. 
Satisfactory completion of the predoctoral clinical internship also is 
required. 
The language requirement for the Ph.D. program is FORTRAN, a 
computer programming language. There is no language requirement for 
the Psy. D. program. If the faculty considers that the student's major area 
of research requires knowledge of a foreign language, the student will be 
expected to demonstrate competence in that language. 
Students will be guided in their studies by a faculty advisor. When the 
student has satisfactorily completed all course work, a dissertation 
committee will be formed. This normally occurs at the end of the third 
year or the beginning of the fourth yeaL The dissertation committee will 
consist of a minimum of three professors. A faculty member of another 
institution may serve as a fourth member of the committee. 
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Prior to applying for the required predoctoral clinical internship, 
clinical students must take and pass a clinical competency examination and 
a written examination regarding ethical issues. The degree will be awarded 
on the satisfactory completion of all required course work, the final 
acceptance of the dissertation by the dissertation committee, and 
satisfactory completion of the internship. 
Admissions 
To be considered for admission to a doctoral program in psychology the 
applicant is required to present evidence of scholastic ability, significant 
interest in the area of psychology for which admission is sought, 
personality stability, and sound moral character. Minimum requirements 
include a baccalaureate degree from a regionally accredited institution, a 
3.0 undergraduate grade point average, and Graduate Record Examination 
(GRE) scores (aptitude and advanced psychology) that indicate a potential 
to perform satisfactorily at the doctoral level. In addition, each of the 
programs requires the following prerequisite course work: 
Ph.D.-Clinical: a laboratory course in psychology; intermediate 
statistics; abnormal psychology; child or developmental psychology. 
Ph.D.-Child Clinical/Applied Developmental: intermediate 
statistics; child or developmental psychology. 
Psy.D. -Clinical: 18 hours of psychology including statistics; 
abnormal psychology; tests and measurements; experimental 
psychology. 
Achievement of the above minimum requirements does not ensure 
admission to a doctoral program. Other factors considered in assessing an 
applicant's potential to do doctoral level work in psychology include letters 
of recommendation, previous clinical and/or research experience, the 
applicant's personal statement, and evidence of interest in psychology. 
Personal interviews may be required. Completed applications and all 
supporting documents must be received by the registrar's office by 
February 15 of the calendar year for which admission is desired. 
In occasional cases in which an applicant for the clinical program does 
not meet the minimum admission criteria, a psychology faculty member 
who perceives an applicant to be exceptional may present the applicant's 
qualifications to the admissions and financial aid committee. This 
applicant then will be considered for possible admission on the same basis 
as all other applicants who meet the admission criteria. 
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In exceptional cases, applicants who meet all qualifications for 
admission but who have not successfully completed one or more of the 
required psychology courses may be offered a provisional acceptance to 
the school with the stipulation that these courses will be successfully 
completed prior to the opening of the school year. These courses may be 
completed at any regionally accredited institution of higher learning or at 
the summer session of the Nova University School of Psychology. 
Students may petition to be admitted to advanced standing if they 
have completed graduate course work equivalent to that offered within 
the program. 
Application forms for admission to the program may be requested 
from the Office of Graduate Admissions, Nova University, 3301 College 
Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314. Applications must be completed 
and returned to that office with a $30 nonrefundable application fee. All 
information pertaining to admission to graduate study should be addressed 
to that office. 
It is the responsibility of the applicant to obtain and/or to have 
submitted the supporting documents required to complete the application. 
Transcripts of all college, university, or professional school coursework 
must be submitted directly from each academic institution. 
School personnel using computer services 
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The Graduate Record Examination is administered by the 
Educational Testing Service (ETS), P.O. Box 955, Princeton, New Jersey 
08540, and applicant scores must be sent directly to the Office of 
Admissions from ETS. At least three leners of recommendation indicating 
the potential for doctoral level study in clinical psychology should be sent 
from individuals in professional or academic settings who are familiar with 
the applicant's work. 
Notification of acceptance into the program will begin during the first 
week of April. Generally, all students will be notified whether they have 
been accepted into the program by the first week of June. Applicants 
interested in securing financial aid and/or on-campus housing should 
apply directly to the Office of Student Financial Planning and Resources 
and the housing office. 
Student Evaluation Procedures 
Students in the doctoral programs are evaluated on a number of occasions 
in each course in which they are enrolled. In addition to course 
evaluations, the examination on eth.ics, and the clinical competency 
examination, each February a formal evaluation of students is coordinated 
by the director of clinical training. The purpose of this evaluation is to 
provide students with relevant and timely feedback concerning their 
overall performance in the program and to serve as a screening procedure 
in order to ensure high standards for the profession of psychology. 
Relevant data including academic achievements, clinical practicum 
evaluations, and research evaluations are obtained from the registrar's 
office, clinical supervisors, and research supervisors, respectively. 
More general evaluation comments from the faculty also are obtained 
through a survey format. If, following these procedures, the director of 
clinical training has ariy reason to question the satisfactory progress of a 
student in the program, that student is brought to the anention of the 
entire faculty for additional review and comment. This faculty review 
procedure may also be used by any other faculty member who has serious 
concerns about the progress of a student and wishes to raise these concerns 
before the entire faculty. The evaluative data collected on all students are 
communicated to each faculty advisor who then provides feedback to his 
or her advisees regarding the nature of their progress in the program. 
Tuition Policy 
Tuition is charged for full-time students at a rate of $260 per credit hour 
for the 1985-86 academic year. Tuition rates are subject to change without 
notice. 
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Estimated Expenses for Doctor of Philosophy Program 
Based on an academic year involving two full-time semesters of 12 hours 
each: 
Tuition for Academic Year 
Registration Fee 
Books and Supplies 
Housing (on campus) 
Living Expenses* 
$6,240 
$ so 
$ 600 
$3,150 
-4,050 
$3,500 
Expenses outlined above are to be considered general estimates. They 
will vary depending on individual circumstances. Additional fees for 
materials are charged in some courses. 
Financial Aid 
In addition to the kinds of .financial assistance listed in the opening section 
of this catalog, the center awards a limited number of fellowships and 
grants limited amounts of tuition remission on the basis of need and merit. 
Applications for financial aid are included in the application materials. 
Students are also provided financial assistance through various 
funded research and clinical service programs and through teaching 
assistantships. Typically these sources of support are not available to first 
year Ph.D. students. 
Academic Code 
AU students in this program are required to abide by the ethical standards 
of the American Psychological Association as well as the policies governing 
student relations. 
Interruption of Studies 
A leave of absence may be granted to a student who must interrupt his or 
her studies for an adequate reason, such as sustained illness. Leave should 
be for a stated period of time and should not exceed one year. Students 
desiring leave should discuss the maner with their academic advisor and 
thereafter should apply in writing to the director of clinical training. Time 
during approved leaves of absence does not apply toward the eight year 
limit for completing the program. 
*This figure is based on the average single student's expenditures for food, household 
items, clothing, medical bills, and recreation. 
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Students who are required to be away from the University but who do 
not qualify for a leave of absence may be granted permission to register in 
absentia. If registration in absentia is granted, the student must register 
and pay a fee equivalent to tuition for one credit hour per semester. 
Students who interrupt their studies without a leave of absence or 
registering in absentia will be assumed to have terminated their studies. 
Such students must reapply for admission if they wish to continue the 
program at a later time. 
Degree Candidacy 
A student will be admitted to candidacy for the degree when the 
dissertation proposal has been successfully defended in a departmental 
meeting. All other academic work leading to the dissertation must be 
completed at this time. Upon entering degree candidacy, the student must 
complete the dissertation research, satisfactorily defend the study, and 
satisfactorily write the dissertation. 
The Curriculum 
The curriculum of each of the doctoral programs is designed to provide 
the knowledge and training necessary for the student to develop as a 
psychologist. The curriculums were developed by the faculty to provide 
both depth and breadth in psychology to the extent feasible within the 
timespan of a graduate program. The curriculums of the Ph.D. in Clinical 
Psychology and the Psy.D. both meet all of the curricular requirements of 
the American Psychological Association and enable the graduate to be 
eligible for licensure in Florida and most, if not all, other states. However, 
even though the clinical programs are APA accredited (Psy.D. 
provisionally), it is recommended that students examine the licensure 
requirements of the state to which they wish to make licensure application 
to ensure that the curricular requirements of that state are met. 
The curriculum of each program is presented below in a model course 
sequence. While generally the courses will be offered in the sequences 
shown, exceptions do occur and the student should not regard the 
sequences as inviolable. To assist the student in completing the program, 
some courses including clinical practicums are offered during the summer 
sessions. Students are free to plan with their advisors an individualized 
course sequence that will best meet their educational goals and timetables. 
In doing so, however, care should be exercised to ensure that all 
prerequisites and corequisites are met. 
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Ph.D. - Clinical Curriculum 
The Ph.D. program requires a minimum of 105 credit hours. The required 
courses arranged in a model sequence are presented below. 
YEAR I, SEMESTER (FALL) CREDITS 
PSY 726 Advanced Learning: Analysis of Complex . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Human Behavior 
PSY 70 I Developmental Psychology I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 725 History and Systems of Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 772 Physiological Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 620 Professional Issues and Ethics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
PSY 840 Colloquium I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Total .. . ............................... .. .............. 14 
YEAR I, SEMESTER II (SPRING) CREDITS 
PSY 576 Computer Laboratory I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
PSY 627 Techniques of Assessment (Personality & Projectives) . 3 
PSY 786 Seminar in Behavioral Disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 625 Techniques of Assessment (lntellectural) . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 803 Practicum (Assessment) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 841 Colloquium II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
YEAR II, SEMESTER f (FALL) CREDITS 
PSY 712 Design of Psychological Studies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 745 Research Practicum I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 577 Computer Laboratory II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
PSY 804 Supervised Clinical Practicum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
YEAR TI, SEMESTER II (SPRING) CREDITS 
PSY 643 Multivariate Statistical Methods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 746 Research Practicum II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 626 Techniques of Assessment (Behavioral) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 728 Therapy Intervention I (Behavioral) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 805 Supervised Clinical Practicum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total ........................................... ... .... 15 
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YEAR III, SEMESTER I (FALL) CREDITS 
PSY 747 Individual Research Practicum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 801 Theory of Psychological Tests . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 729 Therapy Intervention II (Individual Client Therapy) . 3 
PSY 806 Supervised Clinical Practicum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
YEAR III, SEMESTER II (SPRING) CREDITS 
PSY 715 Social Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 807 Supervised Clinical Practicum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 731 Therapy Intervention III (Behavioral) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total .................................................. 12 
YEAR IV, SEMESTER I (FALL) CREDITS 
PSY 850 Dissertation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total . .............. .. ........... . ...................... 9 
YEAR IV, SEMESTER II (SPRING) CREDITS 
PSY 851 Dissertation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total ............................. . .. . .................. 9 
YEAR V CREDITS 
PSY 860 Clinical Internship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Total . . .. .. . . ... . ........... . ......... ... . .............. 2 
Total Degree Credits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105 
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Ph.D. -Child Clinical/Applied Developmental 
Curriculum 
The Ph.D. in Child Clinical/Applied Developmental Psychology requires 
a minimum of93 credit hours. The required courses arranged in a model 
sequence are presented below. 
YEAR I , SEMESTER I (FALL ) CREDITS 
PSY 701 Developmental Psychology I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 660 Theories of Personality . .. ..... ..... ...... ..... . . 3 
PSY 626 Assessment: Intellectual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 803 Assessment Practicum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
CCM 605 Introduction to Child and Family Programs . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 620 Professional Issues and Ethics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
PSY 840 Colloquium I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Total ........................ . . . ... .... . ........ . .. . . .. 17 
YEAR I , SEMESTER II (SPRING) CREDITS 
PSY 702 
PSY 575 
PSY 576 
PSY 625 
PSY 751 
PSY 841 
Developmental Psychology II ................... . 
Intermediate Statistics ................. . ....... . 
Computer Lab I ..... . . . . . . ... ....... .... ... . . . 
Assessment: Behavioral ....................... . . 
Language Development and Pathology ...... . ..... . 
Colloquium II . ... . . .................. . ....... . 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
YEAR II , SEMESTER I (FALL) CREDITS 
PSY 7701 Developmental Assesment I with Lab. .... .... ..... 5 
PSY 670 Community Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 745 Research Practicum I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 712 Design of Psychological Studies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 577 Computer Lab II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Total . . .. ........ . ...... . ................ . ...... .. ..... 16 
YEAR II, SEMESTER II (SPRING) CREDITS 
PSY 7702 Developmental Assessment II with Lab . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
PSY 753 Seminar in Childhood Behavior Disorders . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 746 Research Practicum II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 728 Intervention: Behavior Modification . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
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YEAR III, SEMESTER I (FALL) CREDITS 
PSY 747 Individual Research Project . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 777 Seminar in Consultation (Advanced Topics) . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total ... .. . . ... .. ................... ... . . ...... . .. .. .... 9 
YEAR III, SEMESTER II (SPRING) CREDITS 
PSY 643 Multivariate Statistical Methods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
CCM 606 Design of Child and Family Programs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 775 Marital and Family Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total .......... .. .......................... . ............ 9 
ADDITIONALLY: CREDITS 
PSY 809 Supervised Clinical Placement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
PSY 850 Dissertation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
PSY 851 Dissertation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Total Degree Credits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93 
Psy.D. - Clinical Curriculum 
The Psy.D. program requires a minimum of 115 credit hours. The 
required courses arranged in a model sequence are presented below. 
YEAR I, SEMESTER I (FALL) CREDITS 
PSA 602 Cognitive Mental Tests . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSG 503 Human Development l: Child and Adolescent . . . . . . . 3 
PSG SOS History and Systems of Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSG 507 Psychopathology l : Child and Adolescent . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSG 511 Professional Development I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
PSG 522 Personality T heory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSY 840 Colloquium I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Total ........ .... ....... ...... ....... ..... ....... . .. .. . 17 
YEAR I, SEMESTER II (SPRING) CREDITS 
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PSA 604 Projective Techniques I- TAT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSG 504 Human Development II: Adult . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSG 508 Psychopathology II: Adult and Aged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSG 520 Learning Theory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PST 702 Techniques of Individual Psychotherapy Survey . . . . . 3 
PSY 841 Colloquium II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
YEAR II, SEMESTER I (FALL) CREDITS 
PSA 601 Clinical Interview and Behavior Assessment . . . . . . . . 3 
PSA 605 Projective Techniques II - Rorschach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSC 915 Social Psychology and Its Application . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSG SO l Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSP 815 Practicum I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSP 820 Intensive Supervision I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
PST 708 Group Therapy I: Introduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Total ......... . .... . ............................. . ..... 19 
YEAR II, SEMESTER II (SPRING) CREDITS 
PSA 613 Full Battery Assessment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSC 911 Minority Issues in Assessment and Treatment . . . . . . . 3 
PSG 502 Research Methods: Experimental Designs . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSP 816 Practicum II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PSP 821 Intensive Supervision II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
PST 707 Family Therapy I ................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PST 709- .................. . ....... . ..... . .... . ..... . 
720 Psychotherapy ... . ............................. 3 
Total .. ......... ... .......... .. ....... ... ...... ........ 19 
YEAR III, SEMESTER I (FALL) CREDITS 
PSG 525 Neurology, Endocrinology, and Cerebral Dysfunctions 
PSP 817 
PSP 822 
PST 709-
720 
Practicum III ..... .. .......................... . 
Practicum Seminar ............................ . 
Psychotherapy ...... ....... ................. .. . 
Elective 1 .............. . ................... . . . 
Elective 2 ..... : ..................... . ........ . 
3 
6 
1 
3 
3 
3 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
YEAR III, SEMESTER II (SPRING) CREDITS 
PSG 512 
PSG 518 
PSG 526 
PSP 918 
PSP 823 
Professional Development II ... ........... .. .... . 
Dissertation ................ ........... ...... . . 
Psychophysiology and Psychopbarmacology ....... . 
Practicun1 IV ..... . ....... . .. . .... . ...... ..... . 
Practicum Seminar II . ......... ............ . ... . 
Elective 3 ........................ ..... ....... . 
Elective 4 ... ..... . ................ .. .... ..... . 
I 
3 
3 
6 
I 
3 
3 
Total ........... . ..................... . ................ 20 
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YEAR IV, SEMESTER I and II 
PSG 518 
PSP 829 
Total .... 
Dissertation .. 
Internship ... 
CREDITS 
3 
2 
s 
Total Degree Credits ... . .... . ............ .. . 115 
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POWER CONTROL PAM[! 
People are important, but high technology also plays a part in the training and 
work of a psychologisr. 
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Colloquium 
A weekly school colloquium series is provided for all doctoral students and 
the faculty. First year students are required to register for and attend these 
colloquiums (for two semesters) as part of their curriculum. Faculty and 
otber students are encouraged to attend. The co!Joquiums typica!Jy are 
presented by speakers from local facilities, including Nova. From time to 
time distinguished speakers from outside the local area are brought to 
Nova to present colloquiums. 
Electives 
Each of the doctoral curriculums allows for the student to take elective 
courses in order to meet individual special interests and to enrich the 
educational experiences. With the consent of their advisors, students may 
choose electives from any of the graduate offerings of tbe School of 
Psychology. In some cases, course offerings in other academic centers at 
the University such as business, education, law, or computer science may 
also be taken as electives. Possible electives include the following courses: 
PSA 606 
PSA 612 
PSA 614 
PSA 6900 
PSC 903 
PSC 909 
PSC 9900 
PSG 506 
PSG 517 
PSS 430 
PSS 431 
PSS 432 
PSS 433 
PSG 5900 
PSP 8900 
PST 709 
PST 710 
PST 715 
PST 716 
PST 719 
PST 720 
PST 728 
PST 729 
PST 730 
Projective Techniques III: Rorschach, Advanced 
Interpretation 
Assessment of Brain and Behavior Relationships 
Advanced Neuropsychological Assessment 
Special Topics/1-6 sem. hrs. 
Social Problems: Drug and Alcohol Abuse 
Program .Evaluation 
Special Topics 
Mental Retardation 
Dissertation Seminar 
Behavioral Medicine: Overview 
Behavioral Medicine: Methodology 
Behavioral Intervention: Disease Process I 
Behavioral Intervention: Disease Process Il 
Special Topics 
Special Topics 
Psychotherapy: Behavioral 
Pscyhotherapy: Behavioral, Advanced 
Psychotherapy: Gestalt 
Psychotherapy: Gestalt, Advanced 
Psychotherapy: Psychoanalytic 
Psychotherapy: Psychoanalytic, Advanced 
Family Therapy II, Advanced 
Group Therapy Il, Advanced 
Hypnotherapy 
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PST 733 
PST 7900 
PSY 628 
PSY 641 
PSY 660 
PSY 670 
PSY 730 
PSY 731 
PSY 748 
PSY 750 
PSY 751 
PSY 752 
PSY 753 
PSY 775 
PSY 777 
PSY 778 
PSY 779 
PSY 780 
PSY 784 
PSY 785 
PSY 791 
PSY 792 
PSY 795 
PSY 815 
Human Sexuality and Sex Therapy 
Special Topics/1-6 sem. hrs. 
Clinical Neuropsychology 
Multiple Linear Regression and Correlation Analysis 
Theories of Personality 
Community Psychology 
Therapy Intervention II (Multiple Client Therapy) 
Behavior Therapy 
Individual Research Project II 
Developmental Disability and Treatment 
Language Development and Pathology 
Cognitive and Moral Development 
Seminar in Childhood Behavior Disorders 
Marital and Family System: Theory, Assessment, and 
Intervention 
Advanced Topics Seminar I 
Advanced Topics Seminar II 
Advanced Topics Seminar III 
Advanced Topics Seminar IV 
Seminar in Current Issues on Biofeedback 
Psycho pharmacology 
Seminar in Addictive Behavior 
Seminar in Sexual Dysfunction 
Advanced Seminar in Behavioral Treatment and Outcomes 
Teaching Practicum 
Nonmatriculated Graduate Students 
The School of Psychology permits a limited number of students to take 
doctoral or master's courses without being formally admitted to either 
program. Such students may not meet the specific admission requirements 
of either program, or may not be eligible to take coursework in the 
department for other reasons. Nevertheless, they may take certain 
designated courses as nonmatriculated students. 
The taking of these courses does not in any way ensure that such 
students subsequently wiU be admitted to one of the School's programs. 
However, the taking of courses as a nonmatriculated student does permit 
the faculty to be exposed to the student in order best to evaluate that 
individual's potential for successful graduate training within the 
department. 
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Postdoctoral Respecialization Program 
The School of Psychology offers a clinical certification program for 
psychologists wishing to change their specialty to clinical psychology. This 
clinical certificate program is individually tailored and is developed 
specifically to take into account the background preparation of the post-
doctoral student seeking respecialization. 
At the completion of the clinical certificate program (which must 
include an internship placement), the School of Psychology will 
attest that the postdoctoral student has met all of the clinical degree 
requirements for the Ph .D. in clinical psychology. Such requirements 
meet the guidelines of most psychology licensing boards throughout the 
United States. In those states where additional speciality requirements are 
imposed by the state licensing authorities, students may take additional 
elective course work within l'he certificate program in order to also meet 
these special requirements. 
The postdoctoral clinical certificate program is a small program, 
typically taking not more than three to four students per year. Application 
materials are available through the office of the Director of Clinical 
Training, to which completed applications should be forwarded. As is the 
case in the Ph.D. program, applicants for admission to the postdoctoral 
clinical certificate program are accepted only once yearly. The deadline for 
application to the postdoctoral clinical certificate program, however, is 
April 15 in the year for which a fall semester admission is to be sought. 
The cost of coursework for postdoctoral students in the 
respecialization program is identical to that charged to students in the 
Ph.D. program in clinical psychology. The cost of application, however, 
which includes a detailed examination of the prior transcript and training, 
and history of the applicant, is set at $100.00. While the cost of this 
program is substantial, the School has frequently been able to 
provide partial financial support to postdoctoral students in the form of 
teaching and/or clinical stipends. 
Postdoctoral Institute of Psychoanalysis and 
Psychotherapy 
The Postdoctoral Institute is a tripartite program consisting of300 hours 
of personal analysis, 200 hours of supervised case analyses, and four years 
of didactic coursework in psychoanalysis and psychodynamic psycho-
therapy. At the successful conclusion of this program a certificate in 
psychoanalytic psychotherapy will be awarded. 
Candidates for this program are limited to individuals who have 
already earned their doctorates in psychology, psychiatry, or social work 
and are duly licensed to practice their professions in Florida. 
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Clinic staff conducting an assessment interview 
Each year the institute offers various colloquiums on selected 
psychodynamic topics and a workshop staffed by invited faculty. Guest 
faculty are chosen on the basis of their contributions, theoretical and 
applied, in the field. 
The institute's own faculty consists of practitioners with 
psychoanalytical credentials in clinical psychology and psychiatry. 
The institute is cosponsored by the Postgraduate Center for Mental 
Health in New York City. The center provides visiting faculty and offers 
exchange-student opportunities at its school and clinical facility in 
New York. 
Continuing Education Program 
The Behavioral Sciences Center operates a continuing education program 
approved by the American Psychological Association. The program 
features several major presentations by leading mental health professionals 
each year. These presentations are open to psychologists, psychiatrists, 
and other professionals including Nova faculty and graduate students. 
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Course Descriptions 
All courses are three semester hours unless otherwise indicated . 
AND GUIDANCE 
CG 501 Counseling Psychology The course 
surveys the counseling movement considering the vari-
ous defimlionsand approaches. their philosophical and 
theoretical backgrounds. the research evidence. and 
current issues. 
CG 509 Practicum: Gerontology This prac-
ticum experience requires beginning students 10 visil 
the local sacral service agencies and lamiliarrze them-
selves wrth the services provided 
CG 510 Career Development Theories ol oc-
cupational chorce, career development, and social mo-
brlrly are reviewedwrlhrn lheconlexlol nalronal. stale. or 
regional economic development. Occupational infor-
mation is considered from the point ol view ol the indi-
vidual as well as lrom the slandpoinl of manpower needs 
lor industrial and economic development. 
CG 515 Principles of Counseling and 
Guidance This course covers lhe philosophy, func-
tions, management. and operation of a counseling and 
guidance program in elementary and secondary 
schools 
CG 520 Marriage and Family Counseling 
This course presents several specilrc intervention pro-
cedures lor dealing wrth parents. families. and couples 
An understanding ol a variety ol approaches and stral-
egres rs required as well as praclrcal experience in each 
area Prerequisite: CG 501 
CG 588 Counsel ing Practicum 
CG 589 Counseling Practicum Individual as-
signments are arranged for students by the instructor. 
Course may be taken one or two semesters lor three or 
srx semester hours credrl Prerequ1s11e· Consent of ad-
visor. 
CG 590 Advanced Practicum: Geron-
tology Supervised rnlernsh1p in counseling in a gerr-
alric setting. Prerequisite: Consent of advisor 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CCM 605 Introduction to Child and Family 
Programs This course invesligales societal changes 
and stresses affecting lamilies 1n lhe 80's and the sup-
ports and resources available lo lamilies. Case histories 
of lam1lres al risk are analyzed and discussed 
CCM 606 Design of Family and Child 
Programs This course invesl1gates program models 
lor ch1ld-lam1ly programs wilh handicapped and non-
handicapped children including the ral 1onale. the 
program contents. and the outcomes associated with 
lhese programs. 
PSA 601 Clinical Interview and Behavior 
Assessment This course 1s designed to explore !he 
theoretical. ethical. and practical aspects ol interviewing 
and behavior assessment. Particular emphasis 1s 
placed on developing the student's skills ol observation, 
lorming hypolheses, synthes1z1ng informal1on. com-
municating findings, and learning to conduct Mental 
Status Examination Prerequisites: PSA 602. PSG 507, 
PSG 508. 
PSA 602 Cognitive Mental Tests This course 
is an in-depth ol interpreting and administering the 
major intelligence tests. Covered are the WAIS-A. 
WISC-A. and the Slanford-Benel. Emphasis is placed 
on the many aspects ol interpretation. research lindings, 
assessment of thought disorder, effects of medication. 
reliab11ily, validity, standardization. and report writing. 
PSA 604 Projective Techniques I The admin-
1stralion and interprelat1on of the Thematic Appercep-
lion Test, House-Tree-Person drawings, and sentence 
completion techniques are examined Emphasis is 
placed on synthesizing test with interview data in the 
composition of a cohesive wrrlten psychological as-
sessment. The inlerprelal1on of bolh form and content of 
projective responses lo gain access to stylistic as well as 
1d1osyncral1c aspects of personallly funcl1onmg is 
stressed. Prerequisites: PSG 507. PSG 522. Core-
quisiles. PSG 508. 
PSA 605 Projective Techniques II This rs an 
in-deplh study al the theory, adm1nistralion. scoring, 
inlerpretalion, and research lindings regarding !he 
Rorschach inkblot lest. The importance of drawing upon 
the content and sequence in add1l1on lo the scores ot !he 
lesl responses for interpretation and of the integration of 
these multiple sources ol data in formulating inler-
pretaltve hypolhesrs 1s emphasized Students are ex-
pected lo integrate interview and projective data in the 
formulation of a cohesive wrillen psychological assess-
ment Prerequisites· PSG 507, PSG 508, PSG 522 
PSA 606 Projective Techniques Ill : 
Rorschach. Advanced Interpretation This course exam-
ines the dynamics of the test stluat1on and theexam1ner-
pat1enl relationship. Emphasis 1s placed on local con-
llicts. delense. real1ty-lesting. and self-integrative tend-
encies versus impulses and aspects al consequence 
Prerequisites: PSA 604, PSA 605. Prerequts1te or core-
quisile. PST 719. 
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PSA 612 Assessment of Brain and Be-
havior Relationships Introduced are neuro-
psychological examination methods. with emphasis on 
lhe Halstead-Reitan Battery, aphasia testing, clinical 
screening approaches. and other methods such as lhe 
Luria-Nebraska Battery Cortical functions and neu-
ropathology also are reviewed. Prerequisites: PSA 602, 
PSG 509, PSG 525. 
PSA 613 Full Battery Assessment The 
course requires the student to work from a lull assess-
ment ballery and integrate observalional. cognitive, and 
personality data The student is required lo collate infor-
mation and write comprehensive psychological reports 
Prerequisites: PSA 602. PSA 604, PSA 605, PSG 507, 
PSG 508, PSG 522 
PSA 614 Advanced Neuropsychofogicaf 
Assessment This course provides an intensive and 
extensive continuation of PSA 612 which 1s a prere-
quisite. Prerequisite. PSA 612 and permission of the 
instructor. 
PSA 690 Special Topics 1 - 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Prerequ1s1te: Perm1ss1on of the instructor. 
PSC 901 Social and Cultural Influences 
and Behavioral Development Comprehen-
sively studied is the influence of national origin, ethnic 
background, religion. and socio-economic status on the 
behavioral development of individuals and groups The 
impacl of social deprivation, e g. poverly, on lhe de-
velopment of maladJustment is closely analyzed 
PSC 902 Community Psychology The rela-
l1onships between social institul1ons and lhe individual 
are evaluated The sludent focuses on plans for the 
prevention of disorder. crisis intervention. proyram 
consu1tal1on. community support systems. and en-
hancement programs for the impoverished. The growth 
and development of the community mental health center 
concept are reviewed with particular attention given to 
1ls effectiveness in the delivery of mental health ser-
vices A survey ol community resources and organiza-
tions 1s included. 
PSC 903 Social Problems: Drug and Al· 
coho! Abuse The social and psychological prob· 
lems related lo drug and alcohol abuse in American 
culture are analyzed. Emphasis on various treatment 
strategies and programs is evaluated. 
PSC 909 Program Evaluation This course 1s 
an analysis of methods to assess lhe efliciency and 
impact of program services. Attention is directed toward 
process and outcome variables. barriers to service de-
livery, data collection. staff resistances. ethical cons1d-
eral1ons. goal allainmenl. and scaling Exercises in 
practical application of evaluation methods are an mle-
gral component 
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PSC 910 Supervision, Consultation, and 
Staff Development This course covers the JJOi· 
tosophy of these lhree processes, how lhey are s1mirar 
and how they differ. Techniques utilized are considered 
in relation to the goals they are designed lo achieve. 
Participants are expected lo provide material from 
records in which they have been the supervisee, lrainee, 
and consultee. and if possible, also the supervisor, 
trainer. and consultant. 
PSC 911 Minority Issues in Psychodiag-
nostics and Psychotherapy This course ex-
amines the diverse needs of various racial. ethnic. and 
other generally disenfranchised groups in Ame11can 
society (i e. women. religious groups, physically dis-
abled. etc.) with respect to the delivery of psychological 
services. II presents a contemporary overview of rele· 
vant issues in the use ot standardized norm-referenced 
tests with American minorities locusing on racial and 
ethnic groups. In the areas of psychotherapy, another 
goal 1s to gain a better understanding of personal 
cultural values and hi stones and their impact on servic-
ing mino11ty clients. Prerequ1s1tes· PSA 601. PSA 602 
PSC 9900 Special Topics/1 - 6 Sem. Hrs. 
Prerequisite Permission of lhe instructor. 
PSG 501 Statistics This is an Intensive study of 
quantitative methods, including descriptive statistics. 
correlation. regression and various types of predictions 
lrom correlations: inferential stat1slical lesls including t-
lests for independent and matched samples. simple and 
two-way analyses ol variance, analysis of variance tor 
repeated measures. analysis of cova11ance, and non-
parametric statistics. The student learns to evaluate test 
data and interpret the reporting of statistics in research 
literature. 
PSG 502 Research Methods: Experimen-
tal Design Methods for designing, organizing, con-
ducting, and evaluating research are studied. Primary 
research designs include independent groups, within 
groups (same subjects), lactorial studies, single subject 
studies. and field and survey studies Evaluations em-
phasize needed controls for each type of design as welt 
as ma1or sources of confounds Finally, sources of con-
tamination by experimenter effects (such as expectancy) 
are stressed. Students are required to design and "con-
duct" an error-lree study. Prerequ1s1te· PSG 501 
PSG 503 Human Development I: Child-
hood and Adolescence fh1s course explores 
the major aspects of development occurring within the 
child and adolescent portion ol the human Ille span. 
Attention 1s focused on physical. intellectual. person-
ality, and social development as presently understood 
from both theoretical and empi11cal literature 
PSG 512 Professional Development 11/1 
Sem. Hr. The structure and functions of various 
psychological organizations are reviewed and dis-
cussed, including the following American Psy-
chological Association, state psychological associa-
tion. the State Board of Psychological Examiners. 
Assoc1atmn for Advancement al Psychology, American 
Board al Professional Psychology, and lhe National 
Register The establishment and management of an in-
dependent practice also 1s discussed Prerequ1s1te. PSG 
511 
PSG 517 Dissertation Seminar The course 
seeks to provide the mforma11on needed by students to 
prepare a dissertation proposal, collect and analyze 
data. and compose the dissertation report. Special in-
struments. research design, slat1st1cal procedures, and 
computer applications may be reviewed Prerequisites 
PSG 501 and PSG 502. 
PSG 518 Dissertation/6 - 12 Sem. Hrs. 
Each student 1s required to plan and complete a d1sser-
talion dealing with a prachcal sub1ect m the area ot 
clinical psychology. The ob1ect of the dissertation ,s to 
aid the student in gaming practical experience in 
research as applied to clinical practice experience It 1s 
recommended that the dissertation topic selected be 
such that the student can complete this requirement m 
four to six months Prerequ1s1tes PSG 501. PSG 502 
PSG 520 Learning This course reviews the maJor 
learning theories II will cover basic paradigms and 
research regard mg learning and includes such topics as 
Pavlovian conditioning, operant procedures, acquired 
motivations, b1otog1caf constraints on learning, and the 
1mphcahons of learning theories for modifying be-
havior 
PSG 522 Personality Theor¥ and Mea-
surement Part 1· Theories of Personality (ID weeks). 
The major psychodynam1c. interpersonal. and human-
1st1c theories of personality are considered. The cont11-
but1ons to understanding of the mtrapsych1c and inter-
personal dynamics of behavior of such theorists as 
Freud. Adler. Jung, Abraham, Sullivan, Horney, Erikson. 
A. Freud, Hartmann. Angyal, Lewin. Maslow, and May 
are studied Also examined 1s the way the theory of 
personali ty serves to underg1rd the theory and tech-
nique of therapy which flows from 11 Part 11· Assessment 
(5 weeks). A review of empirically derived personality 
and cognitive constructs. with emphasis on the rela-
tionship of theory to measurement. Areas covered in-
clude d1mens1onat mode ts of personality, factor analytic 
approaches. measures of attentional, perceptual, and 
cognillve style, self-ratings of attlludes. moods. and 
other trait and slate measures Implications for the de-
scription of both normal and abnormal characteristics of 
personality are stressed 
PSG 504 Human Development II: Adult 
This course 1s the study of developmental theories. 
constructs. and research methods as they contribute to 
an understanding of norma11ve development from late 
adolescence through late adulthood II focuses on ap-
plying this knowledge to the amelioration of personal 
and social problems occurring during the adult portion 
of the life span Prerequisite: PSG 503 
PSG 505 H istory and Systems of 
Psychology A comprehensive review al the history 
and ma1or theoret1caf systems of psychology 1s under-
taken II includes structuralism, funct1onalism. pur-
pos1v1sm, behav1or1sm. neobehav1oral theories of 
learning (Guthrie, Tolman, Hull, and Skinner). Gestalt 
psychology and derivat ive theor ies (Lewin). 
psychoanalysis and its derivatives (Jung, Adler, 
Horney), ex1stent1ahsm and humanistic psychologies 
(Maslow and Fromm). and the current developments 
related to these systems and theories (PSY 725, offered 
in the Department of Psychology, may be substituted for 
PSG 505) 
PSG 506 Mental Retardation The et1otog1cal 
fac tors relative to mental retardation are studied. 
The intellectual. emotional. behavioral. and social 1m-
pl 1cat1ons of this disorder are investigated 
Plans for therapeutic intervention and rehabilitation 
are evaluated 
PSG 507 Psychopathology I: Child and 
Adolescent This course describes comprehen-
sively the psychological problems of children and ado-
lescents Attention is paid to et1ology, intervention. and 
outcome of each disorder Corequ1site PSG 503 
PSG 508 Psychopathology II: Adult and 
Aged Summarized is abnormal behavior of the adult 
and the aged lrom the vantage points of d11ferent schools 
with the goal al integrating research and insights from 
different d1sc1phnes into a cohesive whole. This course 
follows a seQuence of observable data, descriptive data. 
and the attempt to arrive at rules that govern spec1l1c 
syndromes Prerequ1s1te or corequ1s1te PSG 504 
PSG 511 Professional Development 111 
Sem. Hr. The code of ethics ol the American Psy-
chological Assoc1ahon and related moral and legal 
responsibilll1es of the professional psycholog1sl 1s the 
focus oflhe course. Case examples are utilized Current 
related developments are also discussed (PST 620, 
offered in the Department ol Psychology. may be sub-
stituted for PSG 511 ) 
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PSG 524 Forensic Psychology This course is 
an introductic1 to the concepts, applications, and ob-
jectives of forensic psychology. It includes such areas as 
the language and structure of the adversary system. 
confidential and privileged communication, forensic 
psycho-diagnostics. hospital commitment, personal 
responsibility, guardianship, incompetency, insanity, 
and criminal responsibility. In addition, the role of the 
psychologist as expert witness is analyzed. Students are 
given the opportunity to enact a court case. Field trips 
may be included. 
PSG 525 Neurology, Endocrinology, and 
Cerebral Dysfunctions Basic concepts and sys-
tems al neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, and endo-
crinology are covered. The major forms of cerebral pa-
thology and mental retardation are also studied. 
PSG 526 Psychophysio logy and 
Psychopharmacology Arousa l and emo-
tionality are reviewed from both a psychological and 
physical perspective with a particular emphasis on the 
psychobiological basis of abnormal behavior states. 
The actions of the autonomic nervous system and their 
associated mechanisms are reviewed and their indica-
tions and contraindications for use in the control of 
abnormal behaviors are discussed. Prerequisite: PSG 
525. 
PSG 5900 Special Topics-General/1 - 6 
Sem. Hrs. Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 
PSP 815 Practicum I The student is required to 
spend 10 hours per week at a selected agency. In this 
course the student is to acquire competency in the areas 
of interview and assessment. psychological testing, and 
psychotherapy. Prerequisites PSA 602, PSA 604, PST 
702. Corequisite: PSA 601. 
PSP 816 Practicum II Prerequisite· PSP 815. 
PSP 817 Practicum 111/6 Sem. Hrs. The stu-
dent is required to spend 15 hours per week at a selected 
agency and to participate in a two hours per week semi-
nar led by the director of clinical training. In this course 
the student will acquire advanced competency in the 
areas of Interview and assessment, psychological test-
ing, and psychotherapy. Prerequisite: PSP 816. 
PSP 818 Practicum IV/6 Sem. Hrs. Prere-
quisite: PSP 817. 
PSP 825 Internship: Clinic al Psy-
chology/6 Sem. Hrs. The student is required to 
spend his or her fourth year of the program in an inter-
nship covering a SO-week period of 2,000 hours at a site 
determined jointly by the director of clinical training and 
the student. Prerequisites: All courses except PSG 518. 
PSP 8900 Special Topics- Practi-
cum/1 - 6 Sem. Hrs. Prerequisite: Permission of 
the instructor. 
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PSS 430 Behavioral Medicine Overview 
This course reviews the major aspects of the field In 
terms of the social psychology of medicine. the role of 
psychologists in the field, the major findings of research 
examining the behavioral components of the etiology of 
disease. the applications of psychological methods to 
disease interventions and treatments, and the use of 
psychological methods in rehabilitation. 
PSS 431 Behavioral Medicine Meth-
odology This course emphasizes the melhodology of 
behavioral medicine and teaches skills in behavioral 
assessment, the use of new testing methods with medi-
cal application, and the application of specific methods 
of intervention that are relevant to medical settings. 
PSS 432 Behavioral Interventions in Dis-
ease Processes I This course is taught in a medi-
cal setting to develop experiences in understanding the 
presentations of diseases in a hospital setting. Specific 
diseases focused on inc lude neuromuscular ab-
normalities as manifested in stroke, spinal cord injury, 
back pain. chronic pain, neurological disorders, and 
diabetes. 
PSS 433 Behavioral Interventions in Dis-
ease Processes II A sequel to PSS 432, this 
course is conducted in a medical setting. Disease pro-
cesses that are reviewed include cardiovascular dis-
eases, cancer. burn, and death and dying. 
PST 702 Techniques of Individual 
Psychotherapy Survey The purpose of this 
course is to review the theoretical foundations and 
methodologies of the major therapies for individual 
treatment including analytic, behavioral . Gestalt, 
psychoanalytic, rational-emotive, and interpersonal. 
PST 707 Family Therapy I This course provides 
a review of the historical development of family therapy. 
Additionally, it covers the major theorelical concepts of 
family therapy, fami ly pathology, and various ap-
proaches to family treatment. Relevant research on fam-
ily dynamics and the effects of family treatment are 
considered. Family dynamics and treatment are demon-
strated and experienced through the use of role playing, 
films, and videotapes. Prerequisites: PSG 507, PSG 
508. PST 702. 
PST 708 Group Therapy I: Introduction An 
introduction to the theories. practice. and research find-
ings of group psychotherapy serves as the basis for this 
course. Issues are explored through readings and from 
three unique theoretical models. Leader interventions 
are analyzed in terms of integrating group process and 
dynamics from the individual, interpersonal and group-
as-a-whole orientation. Prerequisites: PSG 508, PSG 
522, PST 702. 
PST 709-720 Psychotherapy I Sludenls selecl 
the same psychotherapeulic modality for two suc-
cessive semesters. Prerequisites. PSA 601, PSG 507, 
PSG 508, PST 702. 
PST 709-720 Psychotherapy II Prerequisile: 
Psycholherapy I. 
PST 709 Psychotherapy: Behavioral The 
theoretical foundation and lrealment lechniques utilized 
in behavior lherapy as well as ils current evaluation are 
sludied intensively. The course consists of such topics 
as, but is not limited to, behavioral assessment. relaxa-
tion lrairnng, systemalic desensitizalion, assertiveness 
!raining, and aversive conditioning. Criticisms of be-
havior lherapy also are discussed. Prerequisites: PSA 
601. PSG 507, PSG 508, PSG 520. PST 702. 
PST710 Psychotherapy: Behavioral, Ad· 
vanced Continualion of PST 709. 
PST715 Psychotherapy: Gestalt This course 
consists of an inlensive exploration of the lheory and 
practice of Gestalt psycholherapy as well as the experi-
ential practice of the Gestall method. There are no group 
experiences using the basic Gestalt rules. 
PST 716 Psychotherapy: Gestalt, Ad-
vanced Conlinualion of PST 715. 
PST 719 Psychotherapy: Psychoanalytic 
This is a study of the mam principles underlying this 
psychotherapeulic modality Concepts such as trans-
ference, resistance, and others are explored systemati-
cally. Discussion of issues related to the inilial, middle, 
and end phase of lherapy are also considered. 
PST 720 Psychotherapy : Psycho-
analytic, Advanced Continualion of PST 719. 
PST 728 Family Therapy II, Advanced This 
course comprehensively inlegrates lhe varied lheories 
and lechrnques of lam1ly lherapy and their applicalion 10 
lhe diverse areas of clinical work Crucial issues such as 
lhe inlegralion or 1ntrapersonal and inlerpersonal dala 
are explored. These concepts are demonslraled through 
role playing videotapes, films, and some supervised 
experience behind a one-way mirror. Prerequisite: PST 
707. 
PST 729 Group Therapy II, Advanced This 
course presents a lheorelical inlegralion of systems 
theory, research, and group process lherapy. Demon-
stralion of the complex, mulli-leveled intersections lhal 
occur between individual personahly and group life is 
made via the ongoing experienlial group, viewing vid-
eolapes and films of group lherapy. These phenomena 
are also explored in studenl-led groups where applica-
ble. Prerequisile: PST708 
PST 730 Hypnotherapy This course covers his-
torical background, definilions. and lheones of hypno-
sis. Hypnosis as one mode of psychotherapy and princi-
ples or hypnotherapeulic lechniquesalso are examined. 
Emphasis is placed on sludenls doing hypnosis wilh 
subjecls. Prerequisites: PSG 503, PSG 504, PSG 507. 
PSG 508, PSG 522 and PST 702. 
PST731 Marital Therapy This course focuses on 
a comprehensive presenlalion or marriage con-
ceplualizalions and marital lherapy from a 
psychoanalytic and syslems orienlat1on. These models 
are demonslraled lhrough role playing and v1deo1apes. 
Audio tapes of lhe sludents' work may also be ulilized 
when available. Prerequisites: PSG 503. PSG 504. PSG 
507. PSG 508, PSG 522, PST 702 and PST 707. 
PST 732 Play Therapy Reading and practicum in 
play lherapy ulilizing direclive and nondireclive lech-
niques, playroom design, individual and group process 
with children of differenl ages are covered in lh1s course. 
Prerequisites· PSG 503 and PSG 507 
PST 733 Human Sexuality and Sex 
Therapy This course is an inlensive investigal1on of 
lhe principles and praclices or sex therapy. Sigrnhcanl 
areas of sludy include sexual analomy and physiology. 
sexual responses. laking a sex hislory, lhe psy-
chological and organic causes of dysfunction. and re-
laled trealmenl procedures. Prerequ isites· PSG 503. 
PSG 504, PSG 507, PSG 508, PSG 522. PST 702 and 
PST 731. 
PST 7900-7999 Special Topics-
Therapy/1- 6 Sem. Hrs. Prerequ1sile Permis-
sion of the inslruclor. 
PSY 505 Educational and Psychological 
Measurement I This course covers lhe basic prin-
ciples of measuremenl and evalualion, Including the 
conceplsof valrdily, reliabifily, and lesl norms. The basic 
descriplive stal 1stics necessary for underslanding 
psychometric properties or tesls are mlroduced. 
PSY 510 The Learning Process The emphasis 
of lhis course is on lhe psychology or learning Termi-
nology, processes, lheories. and research in learning are 
covered. 
PSY 515 Educational and Psychological 
Measurement II This course covers lesl con-
slruct1on and includes both 1eacher-made lesls and 
standardized lesls of achievemenl, att1lude. and person-
al1ly interests. Prerequisite: PSY 505. 
PSY 520 Group Testing Conlenl and practicum 
experience are combined m surveymg lhe major types 
of intelligence, achievemenl, personalily. mleresl. and 
aplilude lests. Contenl, purpose, standardization pro-
cedures. manuals, validily, reliab1l1ly, admin1stral1ve 
problems, and scoring procedures for several lesls are 
compared and evaluated. Prerequisite PSY 505. 
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PSY 525 Individual Intelligence Testing 
Readings cover history and lheories of intelligence lest· 
mg Students receive practical mstruchon m lhe admin· 
1slrat1on, scoring, and interpretation of commonly used 
instruments such as the WAIS·R, WISC·R. WPPSI, and 
Stanford-Binet. Prerequisite: PSY 505 or PSY 575 and 
consent of advisor 
PSY 530 Introduction to Projective Tech· 
niques Theory of projective testing is covered along 
with an mtroduct1on to lhe adm1nistral1on. scoring, and 
interpretation of such instruments as the Rorschach. 
TAT. Projective Drawings, sentence completion. and the 
Bender·Gestall Prerequ1s1te PSY 580, PSY 565 or PSY 
660 and consent of advisor 
PSY 535 Pharmacology and Thera-
peutics This course focuses on drugs commonly 
used in therapeutic s1tuat1ons. The primary objectives 
are to give lhe student lundamental knowledge of indica· 
lions for chemotherapy and awareness of adverse side 
effects 
PSY 540 Aging 1Th1s course acquaints the student 
with the processes of normal aging Genetic, physical, 
physiological, social. and environmental components 
of aging are examined. 
PSY 543 Introduction to Physiological 
Psychology, Psychophysiology, and 
Biofeedback This course serves as an introduction 
to the areas of the brain. body, and emotional processes. 
introducing basic neuro-anatomy, sensation. percep-
tion, central nervous syslem. and autonomic system 
processes. It integrates these concepts into present day 
utilization of biofeedback techniques. Prerequisite: PSY 
510 
PSY 544Aging II Emotional d1slurbancescommon 
to the aging population are researched: the neuroses. 
especially depressive reaction, and the psychoses, es· 
pecially organic brain syndrome. Trealment models are 
presented 
PSY 545 Independent Study I 
PSY 546 Independent Study II These courses 
provide students w1lh research and independent study 
experiences. The course(s) may involve. working with 
faculty on their research projects. being supervised by 
faculty in sludenl-generaled research. or independenl 
study of topics not currenlly offered 
PSY 550 Group Processes The primary focus 
of this course 1s lhe application of group processes 
Cons1derallon 1s given lo organizat1onaf change, mar-
riage and family counseling, trad1llonal group therapy, 
and the encounter group movement Prerequ1stte· CG 
501 
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PSY 560 Substance Abuse This course inves· 
ligates the el1ology of alcoholism and drug dependency 
Altent1on is given to assessment and treatment m bolh 
md1v1dual and family therapy approaches. 
PSY 562 Social and Cultural Factors in 
Aging The restoration of life-economy syslems for the 
vastly expanding geriatric population 1s lhefocus of this 
course Reapproachment of the aged with society, ad· 
vocacy. and improved national oullook, and new treat· 
ment modes are studied 
PSY 565 Personality and Psychotherapy 
A survey of lhe major approaches lo understanding 
personality is made with emphasis upon practical ap· 
plicat1ons in lhe form of therapy Prerequ1sile. CG 501. 
PSY 570 Behavior Modification This course 
is an inlroduchon to operant conditt0ning and behavior 
lherapy with an emphasis on the appl1cal1on of these 
approaches Prerequisite PSY 510 
PSY 575 Intermediate Statistics This course 
includes a short review of descriptive stalistics and 
hypothesis testing. It focuses on inferenllal techniques 
from correlation lhrough analysis of vanance including 
partial correlation and advanced models of analysis of 
variance. Corequisite: PSY 576. 
PSY 576 Computer Laboratory/2 Sem. 
Hrs. Students learn how lo use a remote lerrninal, build 
data files. and use basic library programs in the com· 
puter lab. FORTRAN 1s taught. Corequ1site: PSY 575. 
PSY 577 Computer Laboratory 11/2 Sem. 
Hrs. A continuation of PSY 576 
PSY 580 Abnormal Psychology This course 
is an introduction to deviant behavior and covers such 
common disorders as neuroses. psychoses, organic 
conditions. etc. The locus 1s on etiology, symp-
tomatology, and lreatment as appropr1ale to each 
disorder 
PSY 582 Human Sexuality This course is an 
overview of the basics of sexual analomy, physiology, 
and development The studenl will acquire an under· 
slandlng of human sexual response. concepts of sex 
lherap1es, and human sexual dysfunction. Also in· 
eluded are methods of conlracept1on. sex and fami ly 
planning, variations of sexual behavior, and the 1mpor· 
lance of the counselor in the role ol sex educalor. 
PSY 588 Biofeedback Practicum This 
course is an opportunity for students to gain experience 
applying biofeedback techniques lo psychosomatic and 
other body conlrol problems The student uses pre· 
v1ously acquired skills ma clinical situation under su· 
pervision Prerequisite. PSY 543 and consent of ad· 
visor 
PSY 590 Advanced Topics Topics vary depend-
ing on lhe current interests of the instructors and stu-
dents. Prerequ1s1te. Consent of advisor. 
PSY 595 Special Topics: Independent 
Study of Biofeedback The specific act1v111es in 
lhis independent sludy vary from student to student, but 
the general experience is to work in lhe area of biofeed-
back through reading, discussing biofeedback tech-
niques. and actual experience in the laboratory working 
w1lh the equ1pmenl on either a clinical or experimental 
basis. The laboratory expenence is closely supervised. 
PSY 601 Hypnosis Practicum This practicum 
provides students with hands-on experience with sev-
eral clinical and experimental hypnollc inductions In 
addition, students will be supervised in the application 
of hypnosis with a vanety of disorders including smok-
ing, eating disorders. phobias, psychosomatic disor-
ders. and others Prerequisites: CG 501 and PSY 650. 
PSY 603 Clinical Practicum/3 - 8 Sem. 
Hrs. Supervised internship in counseling. Prere-
quisite· Consent of advisor. 
PSY 620 Professional Issues and Eth· 
ics/1 Sem. Hr. The course is offered in a seminar 
formal and includes topics on professional ethics and 
standards and procedural matters imporlanl in bolh 
research and practice in clinical psychology Topics in-
clude ethical standards of psychologists, con-
fidentiality, voluntary consenl, legal issues and litiga-
llon in mental health. involuntary c1v1I commitment. 
clients right to treatment. forensics and psychology, 
professional regulations. ethical issues with children 
and adolescents. lhe conduct of research with human 
and animal subjects, the psychologist asa professional, 
and issues for the lulure The course isaprerequ,site to 
the clinical practicums. (PSG 511, offered in the School 
of Professional Psychology, may be substituted for 
PSY620) 
PSY 622 Psychology of Women This course 
focuses on studies related to women and how women 
relate to the world as a result of their socialization. 
Research on sex differences related to physical and 
emotmnat factors is discussed The course provides 
students with the opportunity to understand the current 
issues within the community and wtthm the women's 
movement 
PSY 625 Assessment : Behavioral The 
course examines theoretical. conceptual . and meth-
odological issues in behav,orat assessment. In addihon 
emphasis ,s given to the behavioral assessment of spe-
cific problem areas such as child behavior problems in 
school and home setllngs, marital and family dysfunc-
llon. depression, anxiety, behavior problems of the men-
ta I ly relarded, and addiclion. Particular emphasis 
,s placed on observational methods of behavioral 
assessmenl 
PSY 626 Assessment: Intellectual The 
course provides sludenls w1lh an exposure lo lhe use of 
various intellectual assessment techniques Both the-
oretical issues and practical appl1cat1ons are reviewed 
Experience in the communication of test results also ,s 
provided Primary focus is on the Weschsler Scales. 
however. considerable allentmn is given to other intel-
lectual assessment procedures Also, issues in the as-
sessment of special populations are examined Ethical 
consideral1ons involved 10 intellectual assessment and 
lesl data repor ting are reviewed Corequisite· PSY 803. 
PSY 627 Assessment: Personality This 
course deals with the theory and use of proiective tech-
niques Students gain expenence in the adm1nistrat1on, 
scoring, interpretation. and communicalion of findings 
from such instruments as the Rorschach, TAT. Projecllve 
Drawings, sentence completion. and the Bender-Ge-
stalt. Special emphasis is given to the integration of data 
from a test battery into a psychological report 
PSY 628 Clinical Neuropsychology The 
primary focus of this course is to provide students with 
an in-depth familianzal1on with administration and in-
terpretation of the Halstead-Reitan Neuropsycholog,cal 
Battery. Add11lonal topics include neuroanatomy, neu-
ropathology, neurological assessment procedures. 
brain-behavior relationships, and lhe Luna-Nebraska 
Neuropsycholog1cal Examination. The course format 
consists of practicum, seminar. and lecture presenta-
tions. Prerequ1s1tes Experience and formal course work 
in the area of Standardized Assessment or permission of 
the instructor 
PSY 641 Multiple Linear Regression and 
Correlation Analysis The course begins with 
b1vanate correlation and proceeds to the study of mod-
els with two or more independent vanabtes and lo the 
regression analog to analysis of vanance. Students ana-
lyze data wilh existing computer library programs to 
develop and lest their interpretive skill in regression 
analysis Nonlinear relat1onsh1ps, orthogonal poly-
nomials, and other nonlinear lransformations are stud-
ied and utilized. The analysis of covanance and ,ts gen-
eralization to lheanalys1s of partial variance are studied 
PSY 643 Multivariate Statistical Methods 
This course focuses on commonly used multivanale 
procedures including discnminate funclion analysis. 
multivariate analysis of variance. multiple regression. 
and canonical correlation. Studenls utilize each pro-
cedure with sample data via lhe library programs in the 
computer center. Prerequ1s1te PSY 712 
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PSY 650 Hypnosis: Experimental Issues 
and Clinical Applications This course is in-
tended lo familiarize students with both research issues 
and clinical applications of hypnosis. The first phase of 
the course will consider methodological issues in-
volved in hypnosis research. Topics examined include: 
the nature ol hypnosis; physiological and psychological 
manifestations of hypnosis; the effects of hypnosis on 
physical, cognitive, and mtellectual performance; ap-
plications of 1lypnos1s to psycllosomat1c disorders: 
hypnotic amnesia; and applications of hypnosis to a 
variety of cl inical and addictive disorders. The second 
phase of the course provides students with experience in 
hypnotic inductions, in the use of hypnotic suscep-
tibility scales, and in the application of hypnosis to 
clinical disorders. Prerequisite: Consent ol instructor 
and academic advisor. 
PSY 660 Theories of Personality This is a 
study of major theories of personality in the 
psychodynamic, humanistic, existential, and learning 
traditions. Reading covers selected primary sources. A 
comparative analysis across theories emphasizes is-
sues in theory construction and basic phenomena in 
psychology The current status of personality theories is 
included 
PSY 670 Community Psychology This 
course 1s intended to expose students to the concept of 
community psychology. The brief history of community 
psychology 1s reviewed with a focus on those events 
which led lo the development of a "community point of 
view:· The course also acquaints students with the vari-
ous approaches (i e .. preventative model, consultative 
role, etc.) and techniques (i.e .. needs assessment. 
prog1am evaluation) used by community psy-
chologists. Distinctions between traditional clinical in-
terventions and community interventions are high-
lighted. 
PSY 701 Developmental Psychology I This 
course considers the physical and behavioral changes 
that take place in the child from conception lhrough 
middle childhood Specific topics include attachment 
behavior. language. perception. cognition, and the de-
velopment ol 1magination. 
PSY 702 Developmental Psychology II 
This course considers the physical and behavioral 
changes that lake place from adolescence through 
agmg. Specific topics include development of moral 
thought, lilestyles, career choice. nature of humor. 
creahvily, parenhng, mid-life changes. aging, and 
dying. Prerequisite: PSY 701 
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PSY 712 Design of Psychological Studies 
The Integration of research hypotheses and statistical 
procedures (primarily analysis of variance) is studied. 
Strengths and weaknesses of designs are emphasized. 
The appropriate use and interpretation of a priori and a 
posteriori tests. strength or association indices. repe-
ated measures designs and nested designs are among 
the topics studied. Examples illustrating studies with 
the appropriate use and the inappropriate use of designs 
are represented Prerequ1s1les: PSY 575 and PSY 576. 
PSY 715 Social Psychology An overview of 
social influences on human behavior. Topics surveyed 
include social perception and cognition, attitude 
change, social Influence processes. pro- and anti- so-
cial behaviors, interpersonal attraction, and social ex-
change. Special emphasis Is on social learning, attribu-
tion, and recent research. Prerequisite: PSY 702. 
PSY 725 History and Systems of Psy-
chology This course is concerned with lhe practice of 
psychology as viewed from the perspective of the phi· 
losophy ol science. The history of psychology, empha-
sizing the last 100 years. is studied. Additional topics 
include the major systems of psychology and contem-
porary theories. (Note: PSG 505, offered in the School of 
Professional Psychology, may be substituted for PSY 
725. 
PSY 726 Advanced Learning : Analyses 
of Complex Behavior Following a review and 
update of classical and operant conditioning, analyses 
of complex human behavior traditionally subsumed un-
der personality are undertaken. Such areas as private 
events, emotion, motivation. the self. conflict, verbal 
and symbolic behavior. psychopathology, social be-
havior, and psychotherapy are examined in respect to lhe 
role of learning. Learning analyses are compared 
to other theories with respect to dillerences and 
similarities. 
PSY 728 Intervention: Behavior Modi-
fication The objective of this course is to teach the 
student the types of treatment lhal have demonstrated 
effectiveness for specific psychological problems. The 
emphasis 1s on outcome. institutional populations, so-
cial and group problems, quantilaltve objective benefits. 
and an operant behavior analysis Specific problem 
areas include disorders of parents and children, marital 
relations, classroom conduct, mental hospital patients, 
retardation. vocational adjustment. self-inJury, delin-
quency. and the depressed or anxious status resulling 
from them. Prerequisite· PSY 726. 
PSY 729 Intervention: Individual Client 
Therapy This course examines major therapy models 
in terms of lhe1r basic philosophies. key concepts, goals 
of therapy, lechniques, and appllcalions A goal of the 
course 1s lo help the beginning lherapist discern com-
ponenls of lhe therapy models thal can be integrated 
1n an eclecllc 01 ientallon lo counseling and 
psychotherapy 
PSY 730 Intervention: Multiple Client 
Therapy Analysis and practice in the range of 
lherapeutic procedures employed when working with 
couples. families. and groups. 
PSY 731 Intervention: Behavior Therapy 
The objective of lhis course 1s the application of be-
havioral procedures to individual (and extended indi-
vidual) clienl therapy in outpatient or counsulting room 
settings. Emphasis is on process variables and studies. 
including lhe bases lor decisions regardi~g choice of 
therapeutic procedures stemming from respondent and 
operant behavior analyses and respondent-operant in-
teractions. Further. allenlion will be given to examining 
the circumstances under which the verbal behaviors of 
the therapist and the client lead lo therapeutic behavior 
change 
PSY 745 Research Practicum I This course 
provides the opportunily lor studenls lo work w1lh a 
prolessor in a research environment. The topic or topics 
will be determined jointly by the studenl and the 
prolessor and will normally be in the area of inlerest lo 
lhe professor. The ac1tv1ty of the student may be two or 
more small research experiences, a subset of a large 
project, or one experience of approximately a semester's 
lenglh. 
PSY 746 Research Practicum II Continuation 
of PSY745. 
PSY 747 Individual Research Project I The 
studenl ls expected to begin pilol work in a research area 
which will lead lo lhe dissertal1on The research will be 
under lhe guidance al the student's advisor and should 
resull in a research paper of publishable quality Prere-
quisite· PSY 746. 
PSY 748 Individual Research Project II 
Continuation of PSY 747 
PSY 750 Developmental Disability and 
Assessment This course exploreseliologies. man-
1festat1ons, assessment techniques, and intervention 
strategies lor the major categories al developmental 
d1sabil1ly Training in observailonal and assessmenl 
lechniques is provided in a lield experience. 
PSY 751 Language Development and Pa-
thology This course focuses on lhe nalure and de-
velopmenl of speech. language, and communication 
processes 1n normal, delayed, and handicapped chil-
dren Studenls are provided opportunities to observe 
and assess bolh normal and deviant communication 
patterns m children aged one through seven. 
PSY 752 Cognitive and Moral Develop-
ment This course focuses on the developmenl ol cog-
nition. moral reasoning, and behavior in children m the 
middle and adolescenl years Topics covered include lhe 
refationsh1p of moral reasoning and moral behavior; the 
development of concrete and lormal operalional think-
ing; sex-realled differences in cognitive abililies; and 
the effects of home, school, and other inst1tulions on the 
development of socially acceptable behavior. 
PSY 753 Seminar in Childhood Behavior 
Disorders This course examines theory, assess-
menl, and intervention lechniques for lhe major be-
havioral disorders of childhood. Special topics include: 
aggression, juvenile delinquency, fears. phobias and 
social isolation, early infantile aullsm. childhood 
schizophrenia, learning disab1hlies, hyperact1v1ty, men-
ial subnormahty, and psychophys1olog1cal disorders. 
PSY 770-770 Directed Study I, 11/1 - 3 
Sem. Hrs. These courses provide the doctoral stu-
denl the opportunity to work with a member of the faculty 
on top ics or academic exper iences not offered 
elsewhere in the curriculum The student must present a 
written proposal to the facully member in advance of 
laking a direcled study course Prerequisite: Consent of 
instructor and faculty advisor 
PSY 772 Physiological Psychology with 
Lab./4 Sem. Hrs. This course begins with an in-
depth coverage of the fundamentals of human phys-
iological response syslems. including recent develop-
ments. Topics include neuroanatomy, cenlral nervous 
system. autonomic nervous system, neuron physiology, 
somatic sensalions. arousal. sleep, appetilive behavior, 
and sexual behavior The relationship belween each sys-
tem and learning 1s included The latter portion of lhe 
course deals with psychophys1olog1cal measurement 
and applications of psychophysiology It also covers the 
role ol physiology in emotion and psychopathology. 
Integrated with the lecture material are laboratory exer-
cises designed to famil iarize the student with the basics 
of physiological recording. 
PSY 775 Marital and Family Systems: 
Theory, Assessment, and Intervention 
ThJS seminar focuses on lheones relevant lo lhe lunct10n 
and dysfunclion ol mantal and family syslems; various 
assessmenl and intervention models developed for use 
wilh manlal and family dysfuncl1on; and emp1ncal 
research relaled to theorelical, assessmenl, and inler-
venlion models of marital and family systems. The em-
phasis 1s on viewing marital and family distress within 
the contexl of an ongoing syslem with bolh functional 
and dysfunclional properties. Prerequisite: PSY 626. 
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PSY 777-780 Advanced Topics Seminars 
I, II, Ill, IV The advanced topics seminars provide lhe 
opportunity for the student to participate in a learning 
process devoted to the professor's curren! research in-
terests. Consequently the content will most likely vary 
with professor and each time the seminar is offered. 
PSY 784 Seminar in Current Issues in 
Biofeedback In a seminar format, students discuss 
current issues in biofeedback and related topics. The 
reading material for the seminar includes journal arti-
cles of speci fic research, review articles, and selected 
secondary sources o1 recently published texts. 
PSY 785 Psychopharmacology The purpose 
of this course is to explore the state of the art concerning 
psychoactive drugs. The course includes symp-
tomatologies affected by drug therapy, course of action. 
side effects, and contra-interactions 
PSY 786 Seminar in Behavior Disorders 
This course is offered in a seminar fo"rmat and includes 
both descriptive psychopathology (from within the gen-
eral framework of DSM Ill) and critical examination of 
research addressing the dynamics and etiology of the 
major behavior disorders. Topics include concepts and 
models of abnormality; assessment of disordered be-
havior: research methods and issues; the causes of 
disordered behavior: disorders first evident in infancy, 
childhood. or adolescence; organic mental disorders; 
substance use: schizophrenia; and paranoid, affective. 
anxiety, dissociative. psychosexual. and personality 
disorders. In addition to class participation. the course 
also requ ires supervised contact with inpatients experi-
encing marked psychopathology. This course is a prere-
qu1s1te to the clinical practicums. Prerequisite. Under-
graduate course in abnormal psychology or consent ol 
the instructor. 
PSY 790 Seminar Behavioral Medicine 
This course traces the development al behavioral medi-
cine and outl ines its research and clinical principles. 
Various content areas within this field are reviewed: 
obesity, exercise. hypertension. smoking, chronic pain, 
biofeedback, risk-factor reduction. and health promo-
tion. The integration of behavioral and biomedical disci-
plines is emphasized. 
PSY 791 Seminar in Addictive Behavior 
This course is offered in a seminar format. II presents a 
general review of literature dealing with the addictive 
behaviors and focuses on certain specific, and in some 
respects controversial, issues. Topics include models al 
human control, the inter-relationships of the addictive 
behaviors, assessment procedures. trealmenl outcome 
evaluation, residential and community programs, and 
presentation strategies. 
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PSY 792 Seminar in Sexual Dysfunction 
This course provides advanced study in the area of 
sexual dysfunction and disorder. II is presented in a 
seminar format and offers descriptive material on a 
variely of lhe sexual disorders, their prevalence, 
etiology, and treatment. A critiGal examination of the 
research addressing the sexual disorders and their treat-
ment 1s also conducted. Topics include sexuality in 
social, biological, and developmental perspective; gen-
der identity disorders; orgasmic dysfunction; vag-
inismus; homosexual disorders; incest and pedophilia; 
disorders of desire and excitement; violence and sexual 
behavior; and sexual function and dysfunction m spe-
cial populations Prerequisite: PSY 786 and consent of 
the instructor. 
PSY 795 Advanced Seminar in Be-
havioral Treatment Outcomes The course ex-
amines selected psychological problems for which ac-
tive research and progress is being made in identifying 
effective treatments. These topics include self-care 
training of the retarded, depression, marital disorders, 
alcoholism, juvenile delinquency, school conduct, tics 
and nervous habits, vocational adjustment, enuresis. 
Several behavioral studies in each area are examined in 
detail, and the specific treatment components for each 
problem are identified. 
PSY 801 Theory of Psychological Tests 
This course examines the theory, techniques, and statis-
tics of behavioral measurement including psy-
chometrics. Topics covered include fundamental mea-
surement. the role of variance and co-variance in 
science, basic statistical indices, theory of measure-
ment error, types of validity, methods of assessing 
reliability, multiple prediction. and introduction to factor 
analytic techniques. 
PSY 803 Supervised Clinical Practicum I 
Supervised intellectual assessment practicum. Coreq-
uis1le: PSY 626. 
PSY 804 Supervised Clinical Practicum II 
Supervised clinical practice through rotated placements 
in clinical settings. 
PSY 805 Supervised Clinical Practicum Ill 
PSY 806 Supervised Clinical Practicum IV 
PSY 807 Supervised Clinical Practicum V 
PSV 808 Supervised Clinical Practicum VI 
PSY 809 Supervised Clinical Practicum VII 
PSY 815 Teaching Practicum/2 Sem. Hrs. 
This practicum covers the methods, issues. and 
research related to postsecondary teaching. II also in-
volves the supervised preparation and teaching ol a 
col lege course. Prerequisite: 18 hours in the Ph.D. 
program and consent of the instructor. 
PSY 830 Colloquium 1/1 Sem. Hr. Advanced 
1op1cs and special issues relaling to clinical problems 
and 10 research are presenled by facully, students. and 
invited guests 
PSY 831 Colloquium 11/1 Sem. Hr. 
PSY 850 Dissertation/6 Sem. Hrs. Pre-
requ1s1te PSY 747 
PSY 851 Dissertation/6 Sem. Hrs. Pre-
requ1s1te: PSY 850 
PSY 852 Continuing Dissertation Advise-
ment Prerequisite: PSY 851 
PSY 853 Continuing Dissertation Advise-
ment 
PSY 854 Continuing Dissertation Advise-
ment 
PSY 855 Continuing Dissertation Advise-
ment 
PSY 860 lnternship/1 Sem. Hr. 
PSY 861 lnternshlp/1 Sem. Hr. 
PSY 7701 Developmental Assessment I 
with Lab/5 Sem. Hrs. This course locuses on 
assessment and remediation slrategies in the inlant 
period Students are given an overview of developmen-
tal d1sab11ihes and acquainted with the !actors thal place 
an infant at risk. In the course of the semester students 
are lam1l1anzed with a varietyol inslruments. checklists. 
developmenlal scales. and inventories or interview pro-
tocols. In lhe laboratory, students are taught lo admin-
ister the Bayley Scales of infant development and to work 
with lam1lies al developmentally-at-risk children en-
rolled 1n Family Center progams 
Postdoctoral 
PSY 7702 Developmental Assessment II 
with Lab/5 Sem. Hrs. This course focuses on 
screening and assessment techniques in the preschool 
and middle child years Students are exposed to a wide 
range ol instruments and techniques that measure intel-
ligence. aptitude. ach1evemen1. and personality vari-
ables. A maior locus is on the criteria for instrumenl 
seleclion with a parl1cular child and techniques for writ-
ing and mterprelmg reports In the laboralory. studenls 
learn to adminisler and wnle up reporls on several 
inslrumenls including the McCarlhy Scales of Chll-
dren's Abilil1es, the K-ABC Test, !he Merrill-Palmer Pre-
school Tes!, and the Leiter ln1ernal1onal. 
SCHOOL GUIDANCE 
AND COUNSELING 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SG 588 Practicum: School Guidance Su-
pervised guidance inlernsh1p in an elemenlary or sec-
ondary school selling Prerequisite Consent of advisor 
SP 588 School Psychology Practicum/6 
Sem. Hrs. Individual assignments will be arranged 
for students by the inslruclor. Prerequ1s1te: Consenl of 
advisor. 
The following courses can be taken only by students who have been 
admitted to the Postdoctoral Institute. 
PD 901 PSYCHOANALYSIS AND PSY-
CHOTHERAPY Freud's early and middle wrilings. 
Early psychoanalysis This course is designed lo offer 
the sludenta conceptual background in Freudian theory. 
A basic course 1n technique and theory based on exam-
ination of early psychoanalylic writings. 
PD 902 PSYCHOANALYSIS AND PSY-
CHOTHERAPY II Freud's writings-Technique pa-
pers The course 1s designed lo integrate Freud's 
melapsychology and structural papers wilh his later 
work emphasizing clinical applications of lheory 
PD 903 PSYCHOANALYTIC TECH-
NIQUES Transference and counlerlransference. This 
course is designed as a conl1nuation of PD 901 covering 
the fherapeul1c relalionship, lhe role of lhe analyst, and a 
broad examinalion of the process of lreatment. 
PD 904 EGO PSYCHOLOGY I Sigmund Freud. 
Anna Freud The influence of ego psychology on !he 
theory and practice of psychoanalysis, development 
psychology, and psychopalhology 1s examined in this 
course. 
PD 905 EGO PSYCHOLOGY II Kris. Hartman. 
Mahler. Spitz. The lechnique and the development of the 
Ego Psychologists are examined. 
PD 906 OBJECT RELATIONS I M. Klein. 
Bowlby. Riviere. Balin! B1on. The theory and techniques 
of Melanie Klein and her followers are reviewed The 
contribulions of the Brllish psychoanalysis are ana-
lyzed. 
PD 907 OBJECT RELATIONS II Fairbairn. Jac-
obson. Guntrip Kernberg. Winnicotl This course goes 
beyond lhe nuclear family. 
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PD 908 THEORY OF DREAM INTER-
PRETATION The course examines dream theory and 
dream interpretation and includes Freud's classical 
dream interpretation. 
PD 909 THEORY OF DREAM INTER-
PRETATION II The preliminary course is continued, 
with clinical case material. Comparisons are drawn of 
the utilization of dreams in psychoanalysis and dynamic 
psychotherapy by various theoreticians 
PD 910 NEO-FREUDIANS t E. Fromm. H. Sul-
livan. K. Horney. The works of Sullivan. Fromm, and 
Horney are examined with emphasis on their contrast 
with Freudians and ego-psychological schools. 
PD 911 NEO-FREUDIANS II Erikson. Horney 
Fromm-Reichmann. Lang. Searles. This course in-
cludes analyses of fhe contributions to current psycho-
analytic concepts of the inter-personal and culturalist 
theoreticians. Emphasis on transference neurosis, 
resistances and defenses, and confrontations between 
the therapist and patient, for workiog through to per-
sonal growth through ego integration. 
PD 912 SELF PSYCHOLOGY The contribu-
tions of Kohut and Kernberg are examined extensively. 
Consideration is given to narcissism and character 
states and an examination of the borderline personality 
is made. 
PD 913 PSYCHOANALYSIS: TECHNIQUE 
Psychoanalytic techniques in psychotherapy are stud-
ied intensively. Freud's technical papers; clinical case 
material; and psychoanalytic treatment of primitive 
states, character disorders and borderline disturbances 
are included. 
Conducting an intellectual assessment 
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PD 914 Psychoanalysis-Clinical Issues 
Current literature is surveyed. Analyses of current is-
sues in psychoanalysis are undertaken. 
PD 915 Psychotherapy-Clinical Issues 
Current literature on this subject is surveyed with ana-
I ys es of current issues in various dynamic 
psychotherapies. 
PD 916 Comparative Psychoanalysis This 
is an intensive study of factors involved in diagnosis, 
prognosis, and analyzabi lity ot patients. 
PD 917 Case Conference I Case presentations 
are made by students wilh emphasis on the initial stages 
of psychoanalytic psychotherapy. 
PD 918 Case Conference II Continuous case 
presentation of a psychoanalytic patient is pursued in 
detail by instructor and students. 
PD 919 Case Conference Ill This is a con-
tinuation of Case Conferences I and II. Selected case 
material from students' cases are used. 
PD 920 Case Conference IV Issues relafing to 
termination of therapy are emphasized through this ad-
vanced clinical conference. 
PD 921 Child Development The course pro-
vides a basic understanding of human development 
from the beginning of self-dilferentiation in early in-
fancy, through the psychosexual stages of childhood, up 
to and including the final separation of the individual. 
Institutes and Clinics 
Men, women, and children all over the country benefit both directly and 
indirectly from the Behavioral Sciences Center of Nova University. Various 
clinics offer client services; the results of research are being applied in 
Nova programs and clinics and elsewhere in many states; and many clinics 
and research projects operate cooperatively with hospitals, and other 
institutions. 
These service programs provide opportunities for graduate students 
to serve internships and offer situations in which advanced clinical 
research can be an ongoing part of the center's work. Continuing 
education for professionals in psychology, social work, and education also 
plays an important part in the overall mission of the center. 
The Institute for Social Services to Families 
The institute has as its mission improving the quality of social services to 
families and children by providing programs that enhance these services 
through research, development, consultation, and training. Historically 
the principal activity of the institute has been the Foster Parent Project. 
In 1975, the Foster Parent Project began with the assistance of a five-
year grant from the National Institute of Mental Health. The goal of the 
project was to develop a replicable model to select, train, and supervise 
foster parents . It was through this support that the Foster Parent Project 
developed, tested, and refined the Nova Foster Parent Preservice Training 
Program which is now broadly disseminated and acclaimed throughout the 
child welfare community. 
The Nova approach to the training and licensing of foster parents 
differs from more traditional methods in that it provides instruction to 
foster parents prior to their licensing and prior to the placement of 
children with them. By providing "preservice" training, foster parents can 
be trained to prepare for their first placement, and to understand, 
anticipate, and appropriately handle the behaviors of children who are 
going through the trauma of being separated from their parents. In 
addition, preservice training is designed to be implemented in conjunction 
with agency licensing studies. Child welfare agency staff are trained to 
utilize the preservice program as a sophisticated assessment tool. By 
utilizing training in the evaluation process, licensing/approval staff are 
exposed to applicant families for 21 classroom hours in addition to time 
spent in home visits and private interviews. Increased exposure to foster 
parent applicants is accomplished with minimal additional agency expense 
and staff time commitment by radically reducing staff hours needed to 
complete home studies. Eighty percent of the Nova Home Study is 
completed by the prospective foster family during the training period. 
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Nova's preservice training program relies heavily on group process 
and experiential exercises. By working with foster parent applicants in 
groups, high levels of tension normally associated with evaluation are 
reduced in favor of an open and relaxed atmosphere. Within this 
environment, staff can freely explore applicants' motivations for fostering, 
their ability to work with others, their attitudes toward discipline and 
biological parents, and their flexibility and sensitivity to foster care 
dynamics. The use of simulations and experiential exercises places the 
prospective foster family in unrehearsed, stressful situations which are 
common to foster care. Through these exercises, both the fosterparents 
and licensing/approval staff are able to preview and gain insight into the 
family's ability to respond appropriately co difficult situations they are 
likely to face as foster parents. 
Applicant foster families who attend preservice training are fully 
aware that the agency will use the training period to determine whether or 
not they are suitable candidates for fostering. In return, prospective foster 
parents are encouraged to take advantage of the training program to gain 
an accurate undertanding of the agency and its foster care system, and to 
conduct their own self-assessment. What emerges from preservice training 
is, therefore, not a one-sided agency investigation, but a mutual evaluation 
between agency and foster parents to determine if there is a willingness 
between the parties to work together as a functional team. By pursuing a 
mutual evaluation, a framework is established for the eventual 
development of foster parent/social worker teams (another tenet of the 
Nova program). 
The Nova Preservice Foster Care Program is rapidly spreading across 
the nation and is gaining acceptance as the state-of-the-art approach to the 
selection and training of foster parents. Today the preservice program is 
offered statewide in Florida, Texas, Louisiana, and New Hampshire; its 
use is prevalent in 25 other states, including Virginia, Maryland, 
Delaware, Michigan, Maine, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, New Jersey, 
Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky, New York, Missouri, Oklahoma, Illinois, 
and Alaska. Its use is also prevalent in Washington, D.C. and in the 
province of Ontario, Canada. 
In recent years, the Foster Parent Project has expanded. The project 
seeks net only to improve foster care selection and educational programs 
but to have national impact on all aspects of child welfare service delivery. 
The project now incorporates the following components: 
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THE NOVA NATIONAL CHILD WELFARE TRAINING PROGRAM 
This training program offers 16 coordinated workshops in addition to 
diagnostic, evaluation, and consultation services, all of which are designed 
to enable a child welfare agency to move step-by-step through the various 
stages inherent in the development of an effective foster care delivery 
system. The National Child Welfare Training Program is aimed not only at 
foster parents but at the numerous other participants who are essential to 
success in the delivery of foster care services. These include foster care 
staff, protective service workers, approvaVlicensing personnel, community 
leaders, supervisors, and key agency administrators. 
THE NOVA CHILD WELFARE DIRECT SERVICE PROGRAM 
The Nova Direct Service Program is designed to develop, test, and 
disseminate new pilot child welfare programs that are aimed toward 
solving critical problems in system delivery. The project at present has 
implemented its first direct service program in Broward County, Florida, 
designed to develop and test an innovative approach to the recruitment, 
training, and maintenance of specialized foster care homes and services. 
Preliminary results show the program to be highly successful, resulting in 
substantial cuts in the institutionalized child population and a 250 percent 
increase in the licensing of both traditional and specialized foster homes. 
THE NOVA CHILD WELFARE RESEARCH AND 
EVALUATION PROGRAM 
The project maintains an on-going research and evaluation program. It has 
designed and tested the Nova Child Welfare Opinion Scale (NCWOS), a 
valid and reliable instrum~nt to measure the attitudes of social workers on 
issues related to foster care. It has also designed an innovative, 
computerized evaluation procedures (The System Impact Evaluation) 
capable of generating objective measurements on child welfare system 
performance. The System Impact Evaluation procedure measures agency 
performance in the areas of recruitment, retention, foster home workload 
levels, replacement rates, and quality of foster care provided. One of the 
long-term objectives of this effort is the development of a relatively simple 
and inexpensive computerized tool to track each foster child, to obtain 
immediate recall of case histories, and to monitor permanency planning 
case objectives. Additional long-range research activities of the project 
involve studies in recruitment techniques, foster parent motivation, and 
work on the development of a psychometric screening instrument for 
prospective foster parents. 
The Foster Parent Project is also in the process of conceptualizing and 
exploring the feasibility of three additional programs: The Nova Foster 
Care Foundation; the Nova Master of Child Welfare Degree Program; and the 
Nova Child Welfare Journal. 
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The Anne and Maxwell Maltz Institute 
The Anne and Maxwell Maltz Institute for Research in Psycho-
cybernetics was established as a part of the Behavioral Sciences Center of 
Nova University in July, 1985. It was founded to honor Dr. MaJtz's 
popularizing the theory of psycho-cybernetics and Mrs. Maltz's generous 
philanthropy. Since Dr. Maltz published his widely read book Psycho-
cybernetics in 1960, the topics of self-percepts, self-esteem and self-
reguJation have been of growing interest in the behavioral sciences. The 
Maltz Institute is dedicated to the continuation of Dr. Maltz's work and to 
the support of education and research in psycho-cybernetics and self-
processes. A director under the Behavioral Sciences Center is responsible 
for overseeing activities consistent with these objectives. 
The Institute supports a variety of activities contributing to the 
increase of knowledge through research. It maintains the Biofeedback 
Laboratory to enable state-of-the-art research on self-perception and self-
regulation. It oversees subject pools for research at local universities. It 
supports current research by faculty and students on topics such as 
learned helplessness, emotional and motivational impediments to 
academic and occupational success, and treatments such as attribution 
retraining to overcome these impediments. It purchases current books and 
journals for the Nova University library supportive of such research. 
Finally, it aids in obtaining extramural grants for relevant research. 
The Institute also is involved in activities to support dissemination of 
knowledge in its field. It oversees the contracts for Dr. Maltz's works and 
Institute publications. It supports courses at Nova University on psycho-
cybernetics and self-processes. It provides public lectures through Nova 
University's Speaker's Bureau. It sponsors the Maltz Lecture Series at 
Nova University on scholarly research in the field. Finally, it supports 
dissemination of research results by faculty at professional meetings and in 
professional journals and books. 
Clinics and Clinical Research Facilities 
The center operates or is affiliated with clinical research facilities which 
provide training to students in the center's various programs while at the 
same time providing specialized clinical services to the;; local communities. 
Nova Universi.ty Community Mental Health Clinic, an important 
resource of the center, is organized cooperatively among the Broward 
County Community Mental Health Board, the Florida Department of 
Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS), and Nova University. Located 
on the Nova campus and in other sites, the mental health clinic both serves 
the local community and provides training opportunities for graduate 
students in psychology. The staff, consisting of professionals in 
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psychology, medicine, social work, and education, provides students with 
the opportunity to work in a team approach serving a variety of client 
populations including a range of age groups, ethnic groups, and 
psychological problems. 
The Psychology Clinic is a major base from within which faculty and 
students conduct specialized and primarily clinically-oriented research. 
The clinic provides a framework for the coordination of funded and 
nonfunded research as well as a climate to encourage the development of 
collaborative research. As part of the research program, the clinic offers a 
range of specialized treatment programs to the public. Graduate students 
receive supervised experience and training in research and treatment and 
can meet the practicum requirements of the degree program. 
The Family Center of Nova University, is a community resource located 
on the Nova Fort Lauderdale/Davie Campus that serves as a training 
facility for students in clinical and applied developmental psychology, and 
encompasses a network of programs and resources designed to strengthen 
the family, to enhance family life, and to foster the healthy development of 
children. The center includes clinical psychological ser-vices, educational 
services, a professional development unit, and a research and development 
unit. Service, training, and research programs are conducted within each 
of these units to meet community needs and to contribute to the 
professional growth of students in education and psychology. Provided by 
the Family Center are: 
FAMILY PROGRAMS: a selection of courses and programs for 
families with young children 
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY: a wide range of psychological services, 
including psychological and neuropsychological assessment, individual 
therapy, family therapy, and group therapy 
EDUCATION: educational and learning disability assessment, 
private and small group tutoring, learning disability remediation, and 
college board preparatory classes 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: courses, workshops, and 
consultative services to child-care practitioners and professionals working 
with families 
PRODUCTS: resources books for parents of infants, toddlers, and 
pre-schoolers; training materials for child-care professionals 
RESEARCH: provides an ideal setting for conducting research 
relating to families and children 
The Biofeedback Laboratory affords the opportunity for students and 
faculty to conduct research in the scientific fields of psychophysiology and 
biofeedback. Instrumentation includes polygraphs, biofeedback 
instruments, and interfacing microprocessors. The microprocessors are 
interfaced with the Nova University computer system for long term data 
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storage and analysis. The biofeedback laboratory also functions as a 
training facility through its outpatient clinic. Students satisfy practicum 
requirements by seeing clients who are being treated with biofeedback and 
related therapies. 
These various research and service clinics interact cooperatively to 
provide unified mental health services for people throughout the local 
community. The Behavioral Sciences Center also has working 
arrangements with a number of hospitals, agencies, and other clinics to 
provide training sites for students enrolled in psychology programs. 
Students of the center have ready access to other facilities to aid in 
research and learning. These facilities include a computer center, the 
Albert and Birdie Einstein Library, and a television studio equipped to 
produce films and video and audio tapes. The University School, a 
demonstration school encompassing preschool through twelfth grade, is 
available to students for research and practicum experiences. 
Two faculty members purwing scholarly excellence 
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Mental Health Clinic 
B.S. University of Scranton 
M.A. Ohio State University 
Ph.D. Ohio State University 
MARY ANN DOUGLAS 
Associate Professor of Psychology 
Program Administrator, Ph .D. Program 
B.A. University of Kansas 
M.A. University of Utah 
Ph.D. University of Utah 
BERNARD EINGOLD 
Professor of Psychology 
A.B. New York University 
M.A. University of Missouri 
Ph.D. University of Florida 
ABRAHAMS. FISCHLER 
University President 
Dean of Graduate Studies 
James Donn Professor of Education 
B.S.S. College of the City of New York 
M.A. New York University 
Ed.D. Columbia University 
JOHN M. FLYNN 
Professor of Psychology 
Director of Behavioral Sciences Genier 
B.S. University of Florida 
M.Ed. University of Florida 
Ed.D. University of Florida 
ELLEN GIRDEN 
Professor of Psychology 
B.A. Brooklyn College 
M.A. Brooklyn College 
Ph.D. Northwestern University 
STEVEN N. GOLD 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 
B.A. Washington University 
M.A. Michigan State University 
Ph.D. Michigan State University 
NANCY JOHNSON 
Associate Professor of Psychology 
B.A. University of Miami 
M.S. Florida State University 
Ph.D. Florida State University 
ALAN D. KATELL 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 
B.A. West Virginia University 
M.A. West Virginia University 
Ph.D. West Virginia University 
GRANT KILLJAN 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 
B.A. New College 
M.A. Universiry of Chicago 
Ph.D. University of Chicago 
WILLIAM L. LEEDS 
Professor Emeritus 
B.A. San Jose State College 
M.S. California Institute of Technology 
Ph.D. University of Illinois 
HAROLD LINDNER 
Director, Postdoctoral Institute for 
Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy 
A.B. New York University 
M.A. Johns Hopkins University 
Ph.D. University of Maryland 
TIMOTHY MORAGNE 
Assistant Professor of P sychology 
B.A. Wilberforce University 
M.S. University of Pittsburgh 
Psy.D. Wright State University 
BADY QUINTAR 
Professor of Psychology 
B.A. Emory University 
M.S. University of Miami 
Ph.D. University of Kentucky 
LEOJ. REYNA 
Professor of Psychology 
B.S. University of Missouri 
M.A. University of Iowa 
Ph.D. University oflowa 
BARRY A. SCHNEIDER 
Associate Professor of Psychology 
Program Administrator, Master's Program 
B.A. University of California, Los Angeles 
M.A. Columbia University 
M.Phil. Columbia University 
Ph.D. Columbia University 
MARILYN M. SEGAL 
Professor of Psychology 
Director of the Family Center 
B.A. Wellesley College 
B.S. McGill University School of Social 
Work, Momreal 
Ph.D. Nova University 
EUGENE SHAPIRO 
Professor of Psychology 
Program Administrator, Psy.D. Program 
B.S. Rutgers University 
M.A. New York University 
Ph.D. New York University 
EDWARD R. SIMCO 
Associate Professor of Psychology 
Director of Computer Center 
B.S. University of Pittsburgh 
M.S. University of Pittsburgh 
Ph.D. Nova University 
YOLANDA SANCHEZ SLOCUM 
A ssistant Professor of Psychology 
B.A. University of Miami 
M.S. Florida State University 
Ph.D. Florida State University 
JACK TAPP 
Associate Professor of Psychology 
B.S. University of Illinois 
M.A. University of Illinois 
Ph.D. University of Illinois 
GERALD WEINBERGER 
Professor of Psychology 
Director of Clinical Training 
B.A. Queens College 
M.A. Stanford University 
Ph.D. Stanford University 
ROBERT D. WEITZ 
Professor Emeritus 
Founding Dean, Florida School of 
Professional Psychology 
A.B. Lehigh University 
M.A. New York University 
Ph.D. New York University 
Adjunct Faculty 
BETTY ANN BADGER 
B.A. Atlantic Christian College 
M.S. Barry College 
Ed.D. Nova University 
SANDY JOY BERNSTEIN 
B.A. SUNY- Scony Brook 
M.A. SUNY-Queens College 
Ph.D. University of Georgia 
JUANITA BROOKS 
B.S. West Virginia State University 
M.S. Florida Atlantic University 
Ed.S. Florida Institute of Technology 
Psy.D. Florida Institute of Technology 
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BERNARDS. BRUCKER 
A.A., B.A. Monmoulh College 
M.A. Eastern New Mexico University 
Ph .D. New York University 
TEENA LONG CAHILL 
B.S. University of Utah 
M.S. Nova University 
Psy.D. Florida Institute of Technology 
LINDA CHAPMAN 
B.S. Barry College 
M.S. Nova University 
PATRICK J. DISTASIO 
A.B. Syracuse University 
M.S. Syracuse University 
Ed.D. Syracuse University 
PHILIP W. DRASH 
B.A. Vanderbilt University 
M.A. George Peabody College of Teachers 
Ph .D. Texas Technological University 
IRA J. EHRLICH 
B.S. Maryland State Teachers College 
M .S.S.A. School of Applied Social Science 
Case Western Reserve University 
D.S.W. George Warren Brown School of 
Social Work, Washington University 
DANIEL P. FRANCO 
B.S. Marshal University 
Ph.D. Nova University 
JOAN T. FREYBERG 
A.B. Barnard College in Tufts University 
M.S. City College School of Education 
Ph.D. City University of New York 
ANNEF. GOFF 
B.S. Universicy of Illinois 
M.S. Southern Illinois University 
Ph .D. Southern Illinois University 
HECTOR P. GONZALEZ 
B.A. University of Miami 
M .A. University of Sou th Florida 
Ph.D. University of South Florida 
MITCHELL R. GORDON 
A.A. Miami-Dade Community College 
B.A. Temple University 
M.S. Northeast Louisiana University 
Ph.D. University of Mississippi 
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CHERYL GOTTHELF 
B.S. Nova College 
Ph.D. Nova University 
STANLEY GRAHAM 
B.A. City College of New York 
M.A. New York University 
Ph.D. New York University 
BARRY L. HENSEL 
B.A. Ohio Northern University 
M.A. Bowling Green State University 
Ph.D. University of Toledo 
STEVEN H ERMAN 
B.A. SUNY-Buffalo 
M.A. Alfred University 
Ph.D. University of Mississippi 
ROBERT LANE 
B.S . City College of New York 
M.S. City College of New York 
Ph.D. New York University 
BARBARA LEAH 
B.A. Jersey State College 
M.A. Kean College 
Psy. D. Florida Institute of Technology 
LORETTA TONG LEON 
B.A. Florida Atlantic University 
M.S. Florida Atlantic University 
Ph .D. Nova University 
PATRICIA ANN LUTWACK 
B.A. Boston University 
M.A. Boston University 
M.Ed. University of Miami 
Ph.D. University of Florida 
EUGENE MAY 
M.A. George Peabody College 
Ph.D. University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign 
CARL NEWMAN 
B.A. New York University 
M.A. New York University 
Ph.D. New York University 
DAVID NEWMAN 
B.S. City College of New York 
M.A. New School of Social Research 
Ph.D. New York University 
ARNOLD PUSAR 
B.A. Syracuse University 
M.A. Syracuse University 
Ph.D. (Northwestern) & Syracuse 
University 
LOUISE R. PINTO 
B.A. Hunter College 
M.S. Ed. City College of the City 
University of New York 
Ph.D. Fordham University 
ANDREW ROSEN 
B.A. Hofstra University 
M.A. Hofstra University 
Ph.D. Hofstra University 
ELBERT WINSLOW RUSSELL 
B.A. Earlham College 
M.A. University oflllinois 
M.S. Pennsylvania State University 
Ph.D. University of Kansas 
S. RICHARD SAUBER 
B.A. Rider College 
M.A. University of Kentucky 
Ph.D. Florida State University 
C.M.H. Harvard University 
MAX SEIGEL 
B.A. City College of New York 
M.S. City College of New York 
Ph.D. New York University 
ISABEL STREISAND 
HELEN STERN 
B.A. Pennsylvania State University 
M.S. University of Pennsylvania 
Ed.D. Temple University 
LARRY E. THOMPSON 
B.A. Fairmont State College 
M.A. New York University 
Ph.D. New York University 
ANTONIO R. VIRSIDA 
B.A. University of South Florida 
M.S. Western Oregon State University 
Ph.D. New York University 
E. CAROL WEBSTER 
B.A. UniversityofChicago 
M.A. New York University 
Ph.D. New York University 
DAVID WEISSELBERGER 
M.D. University of Vienna Medical School 
JAMES B. WHITAKER 
B.A. Florida Southern College 
M.S. W. University of North Carolina 
Professional S raff 
ANITA ALBERTS 
Clinical Social Worker 
Communi1y Mental Health Clmic 
A.A. Oakland Community College 
B.A. Oakland University 
M.S. W. Barry College 
LINDA BAYLESS 
Arsociaze DireClor of lns1itute for Social 
Services for Families 
Director of Therapeu1ic Training 
B.A. Syracuse University 
M.A. Syracuse University 
Ph.D. Syracuse University 
RANDI BERNHARDT 
Therapist/Case Manager 
Community Menial Health Clinic 
A.S. Broward Community College 
B.A. Florida Atlantic University 
M.S. Nova University 
VICTORIA BESALEL 
Associate Director of Psychology Clinic 
B.A. Boston University 
M.Ed. Boston University 
Ph.D. Boston University 
GALE BOUCHILLON 
Trainer/ H omefinder 
lnst11u1e for Social Services for Families 
B.S. Towson University 
HEATHER L. CRAIG 
Associa1e Director of lnst1tu1e for Socral 
S erv1ces for Families 
D1reC1or of N a11onal Training 
B.A . Nebraska Weslyan University 
M.S .W. UniversityofNebraska 
ARTHUR DASKIN 
Coordmator of Case Management 
Aftercare Services 
Community Mental Health Clinic 
B.A. Hofstra University 
M.S. W. New York Universay School of 
Social Work 
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LEE DAY 
Assiscani Director for Administration 
Community Mental Health Clinic 
B.A. Florida State University 
M.S.W. Florida State University 
YVONNE DEMSKY 
Scaff Psychologisl 
Communicy M encal Health Clime 
B.A. University of Miami 
MS.Ed. University of Miami 
MARGARETTA DORELIEN 
Case Manager Community Mental Health 
Clinic 
B.A. Sacred Heart University 
WILLA IM I. DORFMAN 
Executive Director 
Community Mental Health Clinic 
B.S. University of Scranton 
M.A. Ohio State University 
Pb. D. Ohio State University 
SARAH FRANCO 
Therapeucic Social Worker 
Institute for Social Services for Families 
B.A. York University 
M.S. Nova University 
STEVEN N. GOLD 
Clinical Direccor Community Memal Health 
Clinic 
B.A. Washington University 
M.A. Michigan State University 
Ph.D. Michigan State University 
LOU GOLDSTEIN 
Therapeutic Social Worker/Homefinder 
Institute for Social Services for Families 
B.S. Fairleigh Dickinson University 
R.N. Fairleigh Dickinson University 
WILLIAM GOLDSTEIN 
Therapeutic Social Worker!Homefinder 
Inslitute for Social Services for Families 
B.A. Yeshiva University 
M.S.W. Yeshiva University 
M.P.A. Nova University 
FERNANDO GONZALEZ 
Scaff Psychiacrist Commzmily M ental Heallh 
Clinic 
M.D. University of Madrid School of 
Medicine 
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BARBARA LYNN GREENBAUM 
Therapeutic Social Worker 
Institule for Social Services for Families 
B.A. Hunter College 
ANNE HERSHMAN 
Clinical Social Worker 
Communily Menial Health Clinic 
B.A. Brandeis University 
M.S.W. Hunter College School of Social 
Work 
DAVID HUTCHlNSON 
Clinical Direccor 
Elaine Gordon Treatment Center 
Inslitute for Social Services for Families 
B.A. University of Florida 
M.R.C. University of Florida 
JIMMYKAIKOBAD 
B.A. University Karachi, Karachi, 
Pakistan 
B.B.A. Wilmington College, Wilmington, 
Del. 
M.S. Nova University 
PATRICIA KELLY 
Scaff P sychologist/Coordinator of Children's 
Services 
Community Mental H eallh Clinic 
B.S. University of Florida 
M.Ed. Florida Atlantic University 
ALAN J. KENT 
Clinical Psychologist 
B.A. University of Rochester 
M.A. DePaul University 
Ph.D. DePaul University 
HAROLD LINDNER 
Director, Posl Doctoral Institute 
A.B. New York University 
M.A. Johns Hopkins University 
Ph.D. University of Maryland 
KATHRYN MARTIN 
Trainer! H ornefinder 
lnstituce for Social Services for Families 
B.S. Towson University 
TIMOTHY MORAGNE 
Consulting Psychologist 
Community M ental Health Clinic 
Psy.D. Wright State University 
JAMES NEIDNER 
Vocational Plam Manager, Elaine Gordon 
Treatment Center, I11sti1ute for Social 
Services for Families 
B.A. Western Kentucky University 
M.S. University Louisville 
GAIL ROOSA 
Intake Coordinator Community Mental 
Healch Clinic 
B.A. F lorida Atlantic University 
DENISE J. SIMON 
Coordinator, National Training Program 
Institute for Social Services for Families 
B.A. Florida Atlantic University 
M.S. Nova University 
RONALD D. SIMON 
Director of the Insritute for Social Services for 
Families 
B.A. University of Miami 
B.A.E. Floria Atlantic University 
M.A. Florida Atlantic University 
Ed.D. Florida Atlantic University 
KATHY SMULLEN 
Psychiatric Nurse, Community Menial 
Health Clinic 
R.N . Vermont College 
JOHN TRAPP 
Clinical Social Worker 
Community Mental Health Clinic 
A.A. Valencia Community College 
B.S.W. Florida State University 
M .S.W. Florida State University 
JAMES NICHOLAS VAUGHAN 
Program Supervisor, Elaine Gordon 
1reatmem Center, Institute for Social 
Services for Families 
B.A. Texas Christian University of Fort 
Worth 
ILEEN WACHS 
Staff Psycho/ogisc, Community Mental 
Healzh Clinic 
B.A. Queens College 
M .S. Nova University 
JANICE WILLIAMS 
Clinical Psychologist 
Community Menial Health Clinic 
B.A. Dillard University 
M .A. Washington University 
Ph.D. Pennsylvania University 
ANA WOMACK 
Staff Psychiatrist 
Community Mental Health Clinic 
M. D. University of Uruguay 
GAETANA D. WOOLF 
Associate Director of Institute for Social 
Services to Families 
Administrator Elaine Gordon Treatment 
Center 
B.S . Southwest Texas State University 
M.A. George Washingron University 
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About Nova University 
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Chartered by the State of Florida in 1964, Nova University is an 
independent university- nonsectarian, nonprofit, and racially 
nondiscriminatory. Numerous graduate programs offer master's and 
doctoral programs and postgraduate education. Nova College offers 
undergraduate education, and The University School, a demonstration 
school, serves children from preschool through high school. In addition, 
nondegree, continuing education, and certificate programs are available. 
From the beginning, the University has distinguished itself by its 
innovative outlook, its unique programs that provide both traditional and 
nontraditional choices in educational programs, and its research in many 
fields aimed at solving the problems of immediate concern to mankind. 
The Nova University campus is located on a 200-acre site west of Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida, at 3301 College Avenue in the town of Davie. 
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Nova University Degree Offerings 
Doctoral and Professional Degrees 
Doctor of Arts (D.A.) in: 
Information Science 
Training and Learning Technology 
Doctor of Business Administration 
(D.B.A.) in: 
Business Administration 
Doctor of Business Adrninistration-
International Management 
(D.B.A.-I.M.) in: 
Business Administration-
International Management 
Doctor of Public Administration 
(D.P.A.) in: 
Public Administration 
Doctor of Education (Ed. D.) in: 
Computer Education 
Early and Middle Childhood 
Higher Education 
Leadership in Adult Education 
School Administration 
Vocational, Technical Occupational 
Education 
Juris Doctor (J.D.) in: 
Law 
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph .D.) in: 
Child Clinical/Applied Dev~lopmental 
Psychology 
Clinical Psychology 
Oceanography 
Doctor of Psychology (Psy. D.) in: 
Clinical Psychology 
Doctor of Science (D.Sc.) in: 
International Economics and Finance 
Specialist Degrees 
Educational Specialist (Ed.S. ) in: 
Computer-Based Learning 
Computer Education 
Computer Studies 
Education (23 majors) 
School Psychology 
Master's Degrees 
Master of Accounting (M.Ac.) in: 
Accounting 
Master of Business Administration 
(M.B.A.) in : 
Business Administration 
Master of Public Administration 
(M.P.A.) in: 
Public Administration 
Master's in International Business 
Administration (M.I.B.A. ) in: 
International Business Administration 
Master of Science (M. S. )'in: 
Admissions and Registration 
Child Care Administration 
Coastal Zone Management 
Computer Applications 
Computer-Based Learning 
Computer Education 
Computer Science 
Computer Studies 
Counseling Psychology 
Education (23 majors) 
Health Educatwn 
Human Resource Management 
Human Services 
Learning Resources 
Marine Biology 
Microcomputer Applications in 
Management 
School Guidance 
Security Management 
Speech and Language Pathology 
Telecommunications Management 
Bachelor's Degrees 
Bachelor of Science (B.S.) in: 
Accounting 
Administrative Studies 
Business Administration 
Community Psychology 
Computer Engineering 
Computer Information Systems 
Computer Science 
Computer Systems 
Electrical Engineering 
Elementary Education 
General Psychology 
H ea/th Care Services 
Organizational Psychology 
Legal S tudies 
Professional Management 
Secondary Education 
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The provisions set forth in this bulletin are not to be regarded as an 
irrevocable contract between the student and Nova University. The 
regulations and requirements herein, including tuition and fees, are 
necessarily subject to change without notice at any time at the discretion of the 
administration. The University further reserves the right to require a student 
to withdraw at any time, as well as the right to impose probation on any 
student whose conduct is unsatisfactory. Any admission on the basis of false 
statements or documents is void upon the discovery of the fraud, and the 
student is not entitled to any credit for work which he may have done at the 
University. Upon dismissal or suspension from the University for cause, there 
will be no refund of tuition and fees. The balance due Nova University will be 
considered receivable and will be collected. 
A transcript of a student's academic record cannot be released until all 
his/her accounts, academic and non-academic, are paid. 
Any Nova University student has the right to inspect and review his/her 
educational record. The policy of the University is not to disclose personally 
identifiable information contained in a student's educational record without 
prior written consent from the student, except: to University officials, to 
officials of another school in which the student seeks enrollment, to 
authorized representatives of federal or state agencies, to accrediting 
organizations, to parents of dependent students, under judicial order, to 
parties in a health or safety emergency, or when verifying graduation with a 
particular degree. 
A student also has the right to petition Nova University to amend or 
correct any part of his/her educational record which he/she believes to be 
inaccurate, misleading, or in violation of the privacy or other rights of 
students. If the University decides it will not amend or correct a student's 
record, the student has a right to a hearing to present evidence that the record 
is inaccurate, misleading, or in violation of the privacy or other rights of 
students. 
If these rights are violated, a student may file a complaint with the 
Department of Education. A scodent may obtain a copy of the Educational 
Privacy Act policy by requesting it in writing from the Director of Student 
Services, Nova University, Parker Building, Room 360, 3301 College Avenue, 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314. A schedule offees and a listing of the types 
and locations of educational records is contained in this policy. 
Nova University does not discriminate on the basis of handicap, sex, 
race, religion, national or ethnic origin in admission, access or employment for 
any of its programs and activities. The University Registrar and Director of 
Personnel have been designated as student and employee coordinators, 
respectively, to assure compliance with the provisions of the applicable laws 
and regulations relative to non-discrimination. Nova University programs are 
approved by the coordinator for Veterans Approval, State of Florida, 
Department of Education, for veterans' educational benefits. 
Th~ school is authorized under Federal Law to enroll non-immigrant 
alien students. 
The Nova University general policies on Student Relations are on file in 
the office of the registrar. 
INFORMATION REQUEST FORM 
I would like more information about the following Nova University center(s) 
and program(s) 
Preschool through high school 
__ The University School (a private school) 
__ Davie __ Coral Springs 
__ Nova University at Coral Springs 
Bachelor's Programs-undergraduate 
__ Accounting 
__ Administrative Studies 
__ Business Administration 
__ Community Psychology 
--Computer Engineering 
__ Computer Information Systems 
__ Computer Science 
__ Computer Systems 
Master's Programs 
Select no more than three. 
M.Ac 
__ Accounting 
MBA 
__ Business Administration 
M.S 
__ Adm1ss1ons or Registration 
_ _ Child Care Adminisiration 
__ Coastal Studies 
--Computer Applications 
__ Computer Education 
__ Computer Science 
__ Computer Studies 
__ Counseling 
__ Education (23 maJors) 
Educational Specialist 
EdS 
__ Compuer Applications 
--Computer Education 
__ Computer Studies 
__ Educallon (23 maJors) 
__ Health Educauon 
__ Learning Resources 
__ School Psychology 
__ Electrical Engineering 
__ Elementary Educauon 
__ General Psychology 
_ _ Health Care Services 
__ Organizatonal Psychology 
__ Legal Studies 
__ Professional Management 
_ _ Secondary Education 
M.P.A 
__ Public Administration 
__ Health Educa11on 
__ Human Resource Management 
__ Human Services 
__ Learning Resources 
__ Manne Biology 
__ Microcomputer Applications 1n 
Management 
__ School Guidance 
_ _ Security Management 
__ Speech and Language Pathology 
__ Telecommunications Management 
Doctoral Progams 
Select no more than three. 
DA 
__ Information Science 
__ Training and Learning Technology 
D.PA. 
__ Public Administration 
Ed.D 
__ Computer Education 
__ Early and Middle Childhood 
__ Educational Leadership 
__ Higher Education 
J.D. 
__ Law 
Ph.D. 
__ Clinical Psychology 
__ Applied Developmental Psychology 
Psy.D. 
__ Clinical Psychology 
D.BA 
__ Business Amdinistration 
D.BA-1 M. 
__ International Management 
__ Leadership in Adult Education 
__ Vocational, Technical. Occupational 
Education 
__ Oceanography 
Nondegree Programs, Institutes, and Public Services. 
Select no more than three. 
__ Family Center 
__ The Banking Institute 
__ Computer Education Workshops 
__ Continuing Education in Psychology 
__ Institute tor Retired Professionals 
__ Institute for Social Services to Families 
__ Institute for Survival Technology 
__ Intensive English Program for 
International Students 
__ Postdoctoral Institute in Psychotherapy 
__ Cultural Events 
__ Psychological Clines 
__ Financial Aid 
Please fill in the following information. (Please Print) 
CITY __________ STATE _____ ZIP ____ _ 
HOME PHONE ( BUSINESS PHONE ( 
Mail this form to: The Office of University Relations, Nova University 
3301 College Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33314 
II NOVA UNIVERSITY 
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES CENTER 
3301 College Avenue 
Fort Lauderdale. Florida 33314 
